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CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION INSPECTION COMMITTEE REPORT
ON THE INSPECTION AND EVALUATION OF
PICKAWAY CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
Dates of Inspection:

August 16, 2016
August 18, 2016

Type of Inspection:

Unannounced

Legislators/CIIC Staff Present:

Adam Jackson, Senior Analyst
Charlie Adams, Corrections Analyst II
Darin Furderer, Corrections Analyst II
Margaret Casey, Corrections Analyst I
Margaret Ogonek, Corrections Analyst I

Facility Staff Present:

Warden Charles Bradley
CIIC spoke with many additional staff
throughout the course of the inspection.

Institution Overview
Pickaway Correctional Institution (PCI) is a medium security male facility, housing Level
1 (minimum) and Level 2 (medium) security inmates. PCI opened in 1984 and is located
on 1,803 acres in Orient, Ohio.i The institution’s FY 2016 GRF budget was
$44,117,078.00.ii
The rated capacity for PCI is 2,151,iii As of August 16, 2016, the institution housed
2,070 inmatesiv (96.2 percent of capacity). Demographically, 60.0 percent of the
inmates are classified as white, 38.0 percent as black, and 2.0 percent as “other” race.
The average inmate age was 42.3 years.v As of August 1, 2016, PCI employed 467
total staff, of which 236 are security staff.vi
The institution scored 100 percent compliance on the most recent ACA audit for
mandatory standards,1 and 99.8 percent for non-mandatory standards.2,3vii In its most
recent full internal management audit,4 PCI was 98.3 percent compliant on mandatory

1

PCI was compliant on each of the 58 applicable mandatory standards.
PCI was compliant on 429 of 430 applicable non-mandatory standards. The one area that PCI was not
compliant was regarding the water temperature in the showers.
3 The most recent ACA audit was conducted May 12-16, 2014.
4 The full internal management audit was conducted May 24-26, 2016.
2
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standards5 and 99.1 percent compliant on non-mandatory standards.6viii Of the Ohio
standards, the facility was 80.6 percent compliant on the applicable standards.7ix

5

PCI was compliant on 57 of their 58 applicable mandatory standards. The one area that PCI was not
compliant was regarding firearms training for officers who are posted to a position that requires the use of
firearms.
6 PCI was compliant on 426 of 430 non-mandatory standards. The four standards found in noncompliance pertained to in-service training for 30 correctional officers.
7 PCI was compliant on 87 of 108 applicable Ohio standards. The standards in non-compliance pertained
to new employee exempt training, medical information, assessment and placement in educational
programs, case manager case plans, PREA screening and protocol.
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I.

INSPECTION SUMMARY

SAFETY AND SECURITY: GOOD8
INDICATORS
Violence Outcome
Measures

RATING
Good

FINDINGS





Use of Force

Acceptable






8

Total inmate-on-inmate assaults in CY 2015 increased by one assault in
comparison to CY 2014.
Total inmate-on-staff assaults in CY 2015
decreased by six assaults in comparison to CY 2014.
The rate of inmate disciplinary convictions for assaults for CY 2015 at PCI
was less than comparator prisons and significantly less than the DRC
average.
The rate of rule 19 convictions for CY 2015 slightly decreased by 3.7
percent compared to CY 2014. The rate of rule 19 convictions for CY
2015 at PCI was less than comparator prisons and significantly less than
the DRC average.
There have been no homicides during the past two years.
During CY 2015, the facility reported 70 use of force incidents, which was
a slight increase of 4.5 percent.
During a review of use of force incidents, officers’ responses to incidents
appeared appropriate with a few exceptions; video documentation was
available for nearly all incidents; staff appropriately referred use of force
incidents to a use of force committee for investigation when necessary
and there did not appear to be any documentation errors.
However, three incidents were deemed unjustified by a use of force
committee and another prompted concern regarding an escort.

CIIC ratings are based on a four point scale: Exceptional, Good, Acceptable, and In Need of Improvement. Ratings for the overall area are
based on the balance of the indicator ratings for that area. A rating of “Exceptional” for an indicator means that there is no room for improvement
and, generally, that the facility performs above other prisons. A rating of “Good” for an indicator means that the prison more than meets the
standard, but is not significantly better than other prisons or there is still room for improvement. A rating of “Acceptable” for an indicator means
that the prison just meets the standard or meets the standard with minor exceptions. A rating of “In Need of Improvement” for an indicator means
that the prison does not meet standards, is significantly different from other prisons in a negative manner, or that CIIC staff had serious concerns.
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Control of Illegal
Substances

Acceptable





Inmate Perception
of Safety

Good





Unit Security
Management

Good






Institutional
Security
Management

Good





During FY 2015, 4.8 percent of the inmates tested positive for the
presence of an illegal substance, which was significantly more in
comparison to FY 2014.
The percentage of inmates who tested positive in FY 2015 at PCI was
slightly more than comparator prisons as well as the DRC average.
During FY 2015, the institution drug tested 300 inmates for programs and
474 for cause, which is more than the DRC average and positively
indicates the institution is working to identify inmates who are participating
in the use of illegal substances.
74.5 percent of survey respondents reported they are very safe, safe, or
neutral (in terms of safety). This is higher in comparison to the 2014
inspection.
Several open-ended survey responses indicated safety as a positive
aspect of the facility.
The institution had 19 inmates in segregation for refusal to lock on the day
of the inspection and four inmates were under Protective Control (PC)
investigation or approved PC placement.
Officers were somewhat inconsistent in documenting rounds in the
requisite 30 minute, staggered intervals.
Officers were consistent for the documentation of required shakedowns,
with few exceptions.
There were no issues of inmates hanging items in bunk areas.
There were zero overdue security classification reviews that were
unaccounted for on the day of the inspection, which is exceptional.
Executive staff members are consistently making the required rounds in
housing units based on a review of employee sign-in logs
The institution maintains logs of violent incidents, but does not currently
track the information across time for trend analysis. However, staff
relayed they are working on a new data system.
The majority of correctional officers believe they are adequately informed
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Prison Rape
Elimination Act
(PREA)

Acceptable








of incidents between shifts.
The number of rule 17 (unauthorized group activity) convictions appears
in line with their STG population.
A review of STG committee meetings for the past three months indicates
meetings are being held. There were zero overdue security threat group
classification reviews without cause, which is exceptional.
There have been no escapes or attempted escapes during the past two
years.
The facility did not exceed any standards, but met the remaining 41
standards in their 2014 PREA audit.
The Internal Management Audit identified eight standards related to
PREA that were non-compliant.
Staff did not always make announcements and/or utilized the notification
system when a female was entering the housing unit.
A higher percentage of inmate survey respondents indicated they knew
how to report sexual contact in comparison to the DRC average.
There was one substantiated PREA cases in CY 2015.
A low number of inmates indicated they were involved in sexual contact at
the institution.

HEALTH AND WELLBEING: ACCEPTABLE
INDICATORS
Unit Conditions

RATING
Acceptable/
In Need of
improvement

FINDINGS




The dayroom/common areas of most units were rated as exceptional or
good based on their cleanliness and overall appearance. However, CIIC
observed several concerns related to the age of the facility regarding birds
in the D1 common area, flooding in some units, plastic bags hanging in
the common area bathroom and bed sheets hanging in one unit which
appeared to be obstructing the views of inmate activity in the unit.
Although some of the toilets and urinals were as exceptional or good,
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Medical Services

Acceptable






Mental Health
Services

Acceptable






Recovery Services

Acceptable





Food Services

Good





most were rated as acceptable or in need of improvement due to several
concerns related to the age of some of the units.
The shower conditions were rated as exceptional or good in some units.
However, CIIC observed soap scum and rust stains in some units and
chipped paint, brown spots, and poor ventilation in other units.
Cleaning materials in most units were stocked with the appropriate
quantities.
Medical facilities were observed to be in fair condition.
Staffing levels appear to be adequate to meet the medical needs of the
inmate population.
Inmate focus groups were very positive regarding medical care at PCI.
The most recent Internal Management Audit reported three concerns.
Staffing levels appear to be sufficient given the numbers of individuals on
the caseload.
The institution reported zero suicides and suicide attempts this past year.
The number of mental health programs offered to inmates is good.
The number of individuals on caseload in restrictive housing was
exceptionally low.
The recovery service facilities were noted to be clean with sufficient space
for staff to perform clinical duties.
PCI has a Therapeutic Community.
In FY 2015, program termination rates were higher than the DRC average
with the exception of the Recovery Maintenance Programs.
Each of the meals were rated as good based on the tasteful quality of the
main entrée and the portion sizes were sufficient.
PCI has an incentive program that allows inmates to earn an additional
$20 more than their normal monthly wage.
In their two most recent evaluations by the DRC Food Service Contract
Monitor, PCI was 90.0 percent and 96.0 percent compliant.
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Recreation

Exceptional



Negatively, 77.1 percent of inmate survey respondents (n=280) indicated
that they were either “unsatisfied” or “very unsatisfied” with the quality of
the food served. However, the responses were more positive than the
responses that CIIC received during the 2014 inspection.



Physical facilities appeared very clean and were in use during the
inspection.
Inmates are offered a wide selection of activities for recreation, including
several activities that are unique to PCI.
Inmate survey respondents were very positive regarding recreation at
PCI.




FAIR TREATMENT: GOOD
INDICATORS
Staff/Inmate
Interactions

RATING
In Need of
Improvement

FINDINGS




Inmate Grievance
Procedure

Good





Inmate Discipline

Exceptional



Inmate survey respondents were positive about staff interactions,
especially the unit officers.
Inmate focus group participants reported a lack of consistency in
communication with information provided to them by staff.
Many inmate open-ended survey respondents reported a lack of
communication with staff, disrespect by staff, and a need for a DRC
liaison to be appointed for inmate/staff conflicts.
Inmate survey responses indicate that the majority of inmates have
access to informal complaints.
Inmate survey responses indicate that inmates do not feel they are
prevented from using the grievance process.
The review of informal complaints raised only minimal concerns about
policy reference and timeliness of staff responses.
The RIB panel followed standard hearing procedures and the closed case
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Segregation

Good







review indicated exceptional oversight.
The RIB panel’s review of relevant evidence was not able to be fully
evaluated during the hearings. Based on the review of closed cases, it
appears that the level of evidence is good.
Due process appeared to be afforded per DRC policy.
Sanctions did not appear excessive in comparison to past and current
DRC restrictive housing practices.
PCI significantly decreased their Segregation/TPU population since the
2014 inspection.
The TPU population was in line with the institutional demographics.
There were no cell security issues, the review of randomly selected
segregation log sheets indicated that they are being fully completed, and
a review of the employee sign-in logbook indicated that executive staff are
doing an acceptable job conducting necessary rounds.
Staff relayed that critical incidents rarely happen in the TPU. There was
one use of force incident, one flooding of the range, and one serving of
food loaf.

REHABILITATION AND REENTRY: GOOD
INDICATORS
Reentry Planning

RATING
Good

FINDINGS





Case Manager focus group positive and reflected programming to be
working well at PCI.
Seven unit-based core reentry programs are currently being provided at
PCI.
All RPLANS checked were fully complete by the time the inmate was
released.
PCI has implemented a release preparation schedule manual that should
be considered a best practice and utilized throughout the department to
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Rehabilitative
Programming

Good





Family Engagement
and Community
Connections

Good








Educational
Programming

Good







ensure thorough completion of RPLANS and inmates receiving the tools
needed to reenter back in to the community.
PCI does currently have seven community service projects.
PCI offers additional purposeful activities and inmate-led programs.
Large waitlists exist for reentry unit programs.
PCI offers seven reentry-approved programs.
PCI did reflect numerous reentry-approved program completions for YTD
2015, but waiting list for reentry programs are still high.
PCI offers five inmate groups and inmate led programs.
PCI offers seven of the standard academic programs.
Under half of the survey respondents indicated that they have
experienced problems with sending or receiving mail within the past six
months.
Over half of survey respondents indicated that they have experienced
problems accessing the telephones within the past six months. Most focus
group participants indicated that it was easy to stay in contact with friends
and family, but indicated that there were not enough phones.
PCI has seven community service projects.
PCI has 246 active community volunteers who are predominately religious
services volunteers. The number of volunteers appears adequate for an
institution with a large population that can utilize volunteers for additional
programming.
PCI offers seven of the standard academic programs.
PCI education department has a total of 41 tutors to include 25 literacy
tutors.
PCI waitlist has reduced from FY 2014 to FY 2015.
PCI offers two career tech programs and one advanced job training
course.
PCI apprenticeship enrollment has greatly increased from FY 2014 to FY
2015.
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Library Services

Good



Negatively, PCI career tech certificates earned has decreased from FY
2014 to FY 2015.



There are sixteen total computers to include seven Lexis Nexus and 2
reentry computers set up in the library. All resources are operable.
The library did reflect secondary educational and ethnic section materials.
PCI library hours include weekend and evening hours.
There was a 1.1 percent increase in library hours of operation from FY
2014 to FY 2015, as well a 1.4 percent increase in the numbers of the
population visits to the library from FY 2014 to FY 2015.
The PCI staff relayed that they would like to work with security on
having
restrictive housing inmates escorted up to the library for library
services.
Staff relayed that they would like to have more Lexis Nexus computers for
the inmates to utilize, as well as a printer system set up in order for the
inmates to print their resumes for their job search/reentry information.







OPI

Exceptional






The OPI print shop currently employs 58 inmates with 20 on the waitlist
and has two apprenticeship programs operating.
The OPI meat cutting shop currently employs 85 inmates, with 120 on the
waitlist, and engaged are 37 inmates in the 6000 hour apprenticeship
program.
The OPI meat is currently doing a pilot project for a robotic beef splitter
which is operated by computers and cameras. This robotic beef splitter is
the only one operational in the world.
The OPI shop manager for the print shop displayed all the items that the
OPI print shop is currently able to produce to include: trophies, plaques,
book binding, engraving, calendar books, calendars, and designing.
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FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY: GOOD
INDICATORS
Fiscal Wellness

RATING
Good

FINDINGS





Environmental
Sustainability

Good






Staff Management

Good






PCI used 98.9 percent of their budget.
In their most recent internal audit, PCI was compliant in eight of their nine
applicable mandatory standards.
In FY 2016, PCI reduced their overtime costs by 27.9 percent from FY
2015.
In CY 2015, PCI decreased their property loss settlement costs by 11.7
percent from CY 2014.
PCI significantly reduced their total utility costs by $135,802 (8.8 percent)
in FY 2016.
PCI decreased the use of two of their utilities. Natural gas usage was the
largest reduction with 19.6 percent followed by electrical usage with a 4.3
percent decrease.
In FY 2016, PCI reduced disposal costs by $12,592.
Negatively, PCI recycling projects resulted a 96.5 decrease in revenue in
FY 2016.
Overall, officer and supervisor survey results were mostly positive.
PCI completed 100 percent of their mandatory training.
PCI supervisors completed 100 percent of their performance evaluations.
In FY 2016, PCI had a 7.5 percent total staff turnover ratio, which was aa
decrease from FY 2015.
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DRC RESPONSE
The draft inspection report was sent to DRC/PCI staff for their review and response. The following action plans were
provided in response to the report.
Issue

Problem noted by CIIC –Unit Conditions-In Need of Improvement
 The dayroom/common areas of most units were rated as exceptional or good based on their cleanliness
and overall appearance. However, CIIC observed several concerns related to the age of the facility
regarding birds in the D1 common area, flooding in some units, plastic bags hanging in the common area
bathroom and bed sheets hanging in one unit which appeared to be obstructing the views of inmate
activity in the unit.
 Although some of the toilets and urinals were as exceptional or good, most were rated as acceptable or in
need of improvement due to several concerns related to the age of some of the units.
 The shower conditions were rated as exceptional or good in some units. However, CIIC observed soap
scum and rust stains in some units and chipped paint, brown spots, and poor ventilation in other units.
Cleaning materials in most units were stocked with the appropriate quantities.
The Pickaway Correctional Institution has developed the below listed action Due Date
plan to address the CIIC identified problem area:
 Units have been inspected and areas noted have been either repaired or work October 5, 2016
orders are in place, i.e..toilets loose from walls.
 Items not authorized have been taken down such as blankets and items use to
obstruct viewing. Doors are being made to accommodate restrooms as
opposed to hanging sheets.
 Deep cleaning schedules are in place to address sanitation.
Comments:
Completed.
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Issue

Problem noted by CIIC –Staff/I-Inmate Interactions-Need of Improvement
 Inmate survey respondents were positive about staff interactions, especially the unit officers.
 Inmate focus group participants reported a lack of consistency in communication with information
provided to them by staff.
Many inmate open-ended survey respondents reported a lack of communication with staff, disrespect by
staff, and a need for a DRC liaison to be appointed for inmate/staff conflicts.

The Pickaway Correctional Institution has developed the below listed action Due Date
plan to address the CIIC identified problem area of:
 Develop comprehensive communications plan highlighting information flow October 25, 2016
throughout the inmate population as well as the organization.
 Initiate a Back to Basics committee identifying various communication tools
 Reinforce inmates councils in every unit and establish Q & A procedures to
ensure compliance
Comments:
In progress.
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II.

SAFETY AND SECURITY

CIIC EXPECTATION: Prisons will provide a safe and secure environment for all
inmates.
A. VIOLENCE OUTCOME MEASURES
CIIC’s evaluation of violence focuses on the number and rate of disciplinary convictions
for assaults, fights, the number of homicides, and disturbances at the institution during a
year in comparison to the previous year; the comparator prisons rate; and the DRC
average. The evaluation also considers the facility’s response and efforts to reduce
violence. Overall, the CIIC inspection team rated violence outcome measures as
GOOD.
Assaults




During CY 2015, there were 11 reported inmate-on-inmate assaults.x Total
inmate-on-inmate assaults in CY 2015 increased by one assault in comparison to
CY 2014.9xi
The institution reported 15 inmate-on-staff assaults during CY 2015.xii Total
inmate-on-staff assaults in CY 2015 decreased by six assaults in comparison to
CY 2014.10xiii
The rate of inmate disciplinary convictions for assaults slightly decreased by 8.8
percent during CY 2015 in comparison to CY 2014.11xiv The rate of inmate
disciplinary convictions for assaults for CY 2015 at PCI was less than comparator
prisons and significantly less than the DRC average.12xv

Number of
Assaults

Chart 1
Total Assaults
CY 2013 – CY 2015
40
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-
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Inmate on Inmate
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10

2015
15
11

During CY 2014, there were 10 inmate-on-inmate assaults.
During CY 2014, there were 21 inmate-on-staff assaults.
11 The rate of inmate disciplinary convictions for assaults in CY 2014 was 20.4 per 1,000 inmates. The
rate in CY 2015 was 18.6.
12 The rate of inmate disciplinary convictions for assaults in CY 2015 was 18.6 per 1,000 inmates. The
rate of the comparator prisons was 32.4 and the DRC average rate was 52.9.
10
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Fights



Fights13 are documented via RIB convictions for rule 19 (fight) violations. The
rate14 of rule 19 convictions for CY 2015 slightly decreased by 3.7 percent
compared to CY 2014.15xvi
The rate of rule 19 convictions for CY 2015 at PCI was less than comparator
prisons and significantly less than the DRC average.16xvii

The following provides a comparison of the rate of documented rule 19 violations per
1,000 inmates across the DRC.
Chart 2
Rule 19 Violation (Fights) Rates17
CY 2015
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Homicides


There have been no homicides during the past two years (2014 to date).

Disturbances18


13

In CY 2015, PCI reported zero disturbances.xviii The number of disturbances was
the same in comparison to CY 2014, in which zero disturbances were reported.xix

The total number of RIB convictions for rule 19 violations does not correlate to a total number of fights.
For example, seven inmates might have been involved in one fight – all seven inmates would have been
found guilty by the RIB for a rule 19 violation and would therefore be included in the total number.
14 The rate was obtained by dividing the total number of rule 19 violations for the year by the average
monthly institutional population for that same time period.
15 In CY 2014, the facility reported 181 (86.0 per 1,000 inmates) rule 19 convictions; during CY 2015, the
facility reported 174 (82.8 per 1,000 inmates) rule 19 violations.
16 The rate for the comparator prisons was 116.1 per 1,000 inmates and the DRC average was 149.6.
17 Rate is per 1,000 inmates.
18 Disturbances are defined as any event caused by four or more inmates that disrupts the routine and
orderly operation of the prison.
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Staff Accountability


Staff relayed that the focus on reducing contraband and flexibility of sanctioning
have helped reduce violence.
B. USE OF FORCE

CIIC’s evaluation of use of force focuses on the number of uses of force at the
institution during a year in comparison to the previous year, the comparator prisons rate,
and the DRC average.
A further evaluation is conducted by reviewing a random
sample of completed use of force reports as well as staff accountability. 19 Overall, the
CIIC inspection team rated use of force as ACCEPTABLE.
Incident Caseload




During CY 2015, the facility reported 70 use of force20 incidents. Compared to CY
2014, in which 67 uses of force were reported, total uses of forces slightly
increased by 4.5 percent.xx
The use of force rate for CY 2014 was less than comparator prisons and
significantly less than the DRC average.21xxi
During CY 2015, chemical agents (mace) were used 14 times.xxii This is less
than were used in CY 2014, in which chemical agents were used 23 times.xxiii

Procedural Accountability








Video documentation was available for 18 of the 20 incidents reviewed which is
exceptional.
Staff appropriately referred use of force incidents to a use of force committee for
investigation when necessary.
Officer statements reviewed were generally thorough and clearly stated
directives given prior to force.
Inmates were evaluated by medical within an hour following the use of force
incident, with only a few exceptions.
There did not appear to be any documentation errors.
The majority of inmates provided a statement regarding the use of force.
There were no planned use of force incidents reviewed during the inspection.

CIIC’s review of use of force includes a sample of 20 randomly selected use of force reports as well as
any available video.
20 Further information regarding use of force incidents can be found in the Glossary.
21 The use of force rate at PCI in CY 2014 was 31.8 per 1,000 inmates; the comparator prisons rate was
39.1 per 1,000 inmates. The DRC average was 82.3.
19
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Application of Force




Officers’ responses to incidents appeared appropriate. However, three incidents
were deemed unjustified by a use of force committee22 and another prompted
concern regarding an escort.23
Documented injuries were consistent with the level of force used.
Open-ended survey responses did not indicate any concerns regarding use of
force.

Staff Accountability


The facility recently sent all custody supervisors to a use of force investigation
training which was conducted by the DRC Managing Director of Operations.
C. CONTROL OF ILLEGAL SUBSTANCES

CIIC’s evaluation of control of illegal substances focuses on the percent of inmates who
tested positive of an illegal substance at the institution during a year in comparison to
the previous year, the comparator prisons rate, and the DRC average. Overall, the CIIC
inspection team rated control of illegal substances as ACCEPTABLE.




22

During FY 2015, 4.8 percent of the inmates tested positive for the presence of an
illegal substance,24,25xxiv which was significantly more in comparison to FY
2014.26xxv
The percentage of inmates who tested positive in FY 2015 at PCI was slightly
more than comparator prisons as well as the DRC average.27xxvi
During FY 2015, the institution drug tested 300 inmates for programs28,29 and 474
for cause,30,31 which is more than the DRC average and positively indicates the

One incident involved OC spray on an inmate in a segregation cell who was deemed not to be a threat.
The other two were incidents where an officer should have called for assistance prior to using force.
23 During an escort the inmate became deadweight and staff dragged the inmate instead of utilizing
proper technique.
24 Each DRC institution conducts monthly urinalysis tests of a random sample of its population. The
urinalysis tests for the presence of a broad range of substances. The institution randomly tested 1,578
inmates of which 75 tested positive.
25 30 tested positive for buprenorphine (Suboxone ®), 41 inmates tested positive for THC (marijuana), and
four tested positive for both buprenorphine and THC.
26 In FY 2014, 1.0 percent of inmates tested positive for the presence of an illegal substance.
27 The average percent of positive drug test results during FY 2015 for the comparator prisons was 4.2
percent. The DRC average was 4.0 percent.
28 Per DRC policy 70-RCV-03, program drug testing includes inmates who are tested as part of recovery
service treatment programs; inmates who leave the secure perimeter as part of a job responsibility; prior
to parole board hearings and after hearings for inmates approved for release; inmates under medication
treatment for Hepatitis C; or as indicated by the Managing Officer or designee.
29 Zero inmates tested positive during program drug screenings in FY 2015.
30 Per DRC policy 70-RCV-03, for cause testing includes inmates who are tested when there is a
reasonable suspicion of drug use.
31 143 (30.2 percent) inmates tested positive during for cause drug screenings in FY 2015.
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institution is working to identify inmates who are participating in the use of illegal
substances.32
Confiscated items33 increased from FY 2014 to FY 2015.34
In response to CIIC’s survey question pertaining to prohibited substances, the
top substances inmates reported as available were tobacco (133), marijuana
(124), and alcohol/hooch (116).35 (Please refer to the DRC Inmate Survey
results in the Appendix for more information.)
Staff relayed an STG focus on contraband and the farm closure are a few of the
initiatives implemented to reduce illegal substances.
D. INMATE PERCEPTION OF SAFETY

CIIC’s evaluation of inmate perception of safety focuses on three areas: survey
responses, focus group participants, and the number of refusal to lock for personal
safety reasons. Overall, the CIIC inspection team rated inmate perception of safety as
GOOD.




74.5 percent of survey respondents (n=278) reported they are very safe, safe, or
neutral (in terms of safety). This is higher in comparison to the 2014 inspection.36
Several open-ended survey responses indicated safety as a positive aspect of
the facility.
The institution had 19 inmates in segregation for refusal to lock on the day of the
inspection and four inmates were under Protective Control (PC) investigation or
approved PC placement.
E. UNIT SECURITY MANAGEMENT

CIIC’s evaluation of unit security management focuses on policy compliance for officer
rounds, documented shakedowns, cell/bunk security, and security classification/
privilege level reviews.
Overall, the CIIC inspection team rated unit security
management as GOOD.
Officer Rounds


32

Officers were somewhat inconsistent in documenting rounds in the requisite 30
minute, staggered intervals.37

The average number of inmates tested for programs and cause in DRC for FY 2015 was 494.4.
Confiscated items, in this context, refers to tobacco and/or alcohol/drugs.
34 In FY 2014 the facility had 187 incidents of confiscated contraband compared to 252 in FY 2015. This
does not necessarily indicate that contraband is more or less prevalent.
35 85 inmates refused to answer and 29 inmates indicated that prohibited substances are not available.
36 64.4 percent of survey respondents (n=292) reported they were very safe, safe, or neutral (in terms of
safety) during the 2014 inspection.
37 Housing unit officers are required to conduct security check rounds at least every 30 minutes at
staggered intervals.
33
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Cell/Bunk Searches (Shakedowns)


Housing unit officers are required to search inmates’ bunks/cells for contraband,
including illegal drugs and weapons.
Officers were consistent for the
documentation of required shakedowns, with few exceptions.

Cell/Bunk Security Check



During the inspection, CIIC staff check bunk areas to identify if inmates are
hanging items to block officers’ direct observation. There were no issues of
inmates hanging items in bunk areas.
The atmosphere in the housing units appeared calm.

Security Classification


Unit staff are required to conduct reviews of inmates’ security classification as
well as privilege level to ensure proper institutional placement. There were zero
overdue security classification reviews that were unaccounted for on the day of
the inspection, which is exceptional.
F. INSTITUTIONAL SECURITY MANAGEMENT

CIIC’s evaluation of security management focuses on: executive staff rounds, critical
incident management, STG management, and escapes. Overall, the CIIC inspection
team rated institutional security management as GOOD.
Executive Staff Rounds


Executive staff members38 are consistently making the required rounds in
housing units based on a review of employee sign-in logs.39

Violent Incident Management


38

A discussion was held with executive staff regarding violent incident tracking.
The institution maintains logs of violent incidents, but does not currently track the
information across time for trend analysis. However, staff relayed they are
working on a new data system.

In reference to rounds, executive staff includes the Warden, the Deputy Wardens, the Inspector, and
the Unit Management Chief. Per DRC policy 50-PAM-02, the Warden shall make weekly rounds to all
living units (including segregation) and between all Deputy Wardens all living (including segregation) and
activity areas must be visited at least weekly. In addition, the Unit Management Chief is expected to visit
all inmate living areas weekly including segregation per DRC policy. Visibility of leadership is important in
the correctional environment. It indicates they are aware of the conditions within their facility, and it also
serves to boost the morale of staff and inmates.
39 CIIC’s review of the employee sign-in logs generally covers the one month period prior to the date of
the inspection.
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The majority of correctional officers40 believe they are adequately informed of
incidents between shifts.xxvii Further, most officers receive their information during
roll call.
Most officers relayed that if a violent incident would occur, it would also most
likely occur in several places including recreation near the old baseball diamond,
the inmate dining hall, and possibly in the D1 housing unit. The recreation yard
and dining hall are possible areas because there are multiple inmates that
occupy those areas at one time. xxviii Regarding D1, officers believe that a higher
number of incidents have occurred in that unit compared to other units. xxix
Some officers relayed that if a critical incident occurred, it would also most likely
occur during recreation. Staff also stated that the dining hall is a possible area
that a critical incident could occur.xxx

STG Management








40

As of May 2016, there were 241 STG-affiliated inmates,41 which was 11.4
percent of the institutional population. The number of STG-affiliated inmates was
less in comparison to the number in January 2015.42
The institutional percentage of STG-affiliated inmates was slightly more than
comparator prisons, but less than the DRC average.43
The number of rule 17 (unauthorized group activity) convictions 44 appears in line
with their STG population.45xxxi
In response to CIIC’s survey question pertaining to the type of gang activity at the
institution, the top activities inmates reported were assaults (83), extortion (77),
and drug trade (75).46 Please refer to the DRC Inmate Survey results in the
Appendix for more information.
A review of STG committee meetings for the past three months indicates
meetings were being held. There were zero overdue security threat group
classification reviews without cause, which is exceptional.
Staff relayed they have implemented a several initiatives to address STG activity
which included profiling of leaders and evaluation of all rule 17 conduct reports
during monthly STG meetings. In addition, the institution is increasing officer
participation in STG trainings.

Results are based on individual interviews (n=14) and survey responses from Pickaway Correctional
Institution officers (n=71). Most of the correctional officers survey responses (73.2 percent) indicate that
they are adequately informed when they come on shift.
41 233 were listed as passive, seven were listed as active, zero were disruptive, and one status was
unknown.
42 The institution had an STG population of 276 as of January 2, 2015.
43 The percentage of STG-affiliated inmates for the comparator prisons was 10.1 and the DRC average
was 16.6.
44 RIB convictions for rule 17 (unauthorized group activity) violations do not capture total gang activity in
an institution, as gang activity likely occurs that is not captured by staff supervision and/or documented
via a conduct report and RIB conviction.
45 In CY 2015 the facility reported a rate of 5.2 (11) rule 17 violations. The comparator prisons rate was
18.8 and the DRC average was 24.4.
46 78 inmates refused to answer and 59 indicated that gang activity is not frequent at this institution.
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Escapes


There have been no escapes or attempted escapes during the past two years
(2014 to date).
G. PRISON RAPE ELIMINATION ACT (PREA)

CIIC’s evaluation of the institution’s compliance with the Prison Rape Elimination Act
(PREA) focuses on a review of the most recent PREA audit report, education and
awareness of reporting, the number of reported sexual assaults, and inmate responses.
Overall, the CIIC inspection team rated PREA compliance as ACCEPTABLE.
PREA Management






The facility did not exceed any standards, but met the remaining 41 standards in
their 2014 PREA audit.47xxxii
The Internal Management Audit identified eight standards related to PREA that
were non-compliant.48 All standards had a documented plan of action.
100 percent of staff enrolled in PREA training completed the mandated training.49
However, the IMA indicated that not all medical/mental health practitioners or
volunteers received the mandated training. In addition, the IMA indicated the
OSHP trooper had not obtained the Investigation training.
Staff did not always make announcements and/or utilized the notification system
when a female was entering the housing unit.

Inmate Education and Awareness




47

PREA posters, with information for inmates on reporting of sexual assaults, were
not posted in all housing units. However, staff relayed they recently took the
posters down to update the information and were in the process of reposting
them.
A higher percentage of inmate survey respondents indicated they knew how to
report sexual contact in comparison to the DRC average.50

The audit was conducted May 12-16, 2014. Two standards were not-applicable.
Standards in non-compliance related to background checks; training; mental health follow ups with
inmates who requested to see mental health; several incomplete investigations and lack of notification to
the inmate of the outcome; retaliation monitoring; and Sexual Assault Response Team documentation.
49 475 of 475 staff completed the PREA training.
50 72.0 percent (n=271) indicated they knew how to report sexual contact with staff and 77.3 percent
(n=269) knew how to report sexual contact with another inmate. The inmate survey respondent average
for 2014 inspections was 67.3 percent (n=3,872) knowledge of how to report sexual contact with staff and
75.6 (n=3,893) knowledge of how to report sexual contact with another inmate.
48
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Investigations/Allegations


Staff reported six PREA cases in CY 2015, of which one was an allegation
against a staff member and five were allegations against another inmate. Of the
six cases, four were unfounded, one was unsubstantiated, and one was
substantiated.51
Six inmate survey respondents reported that they had sexual contact with a staff
member at the facility. Six inmates reported they experienced sexual abuse from
a staff member. Inmate survey responses indicated that seven inmates have
had sexual contact with another inmate at the institution. Two inmates reported
sexual abuse from another inmate at the institution.



SAFETY AND SECURITY RECOMMENDATIONS

51



Consider additional training on threat assessments. Continue coaching
sessions with officers regarding calling for assistance prior to force if there is
no imminent threat of personal safety or institutional security.



Consider additional strategies to address drug/contraband conveyance.



Ensure that officers are conducting rounds in the required 30 minute
staggered intervals.



Ensure that females are announced when they enter a housing unit.

Inmate-on-inmate.
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III.

HEALTH AND WELLBEING

CIIC EXPECTATION: Prisons will provide sanitary conditions and access to
adequate healthcare and wellness programming.
A. UNIT CONDITIONS
CIIC’s evaluation of unit conditions consists of direct observation of unit conditions.
Based on its observation, CIIC rated unit conditions as ACCEPTABLE with the
exception of housing units D1 and D2 which were rated as IN NEED OF
IMPROVEMENT.











52

The housing units at PCI consisted of four buildings that were divided into two
levels. Each level represented one housing unit for a total of eight housing units
(A1-A2, B1-B2, C1-C2, and D1-D2). In addition, the institution also has one
segregation unit. (Additional information regarding the segregation unit is
available in the Fair Treatment section.)
Additionally, PCI also has the Frazier Health Center (FHC) which is medical unit
that houses infirmary and long-term care inmates.
The dayroom/common areas of most units were rated as exceptional or good
based on their cleanliness and overall appearance. However, CIIC observed
several concerns related to the age of the facility especially in the D1 and D2
units. CIIC observed birds in the D1 common area. Additionally, inmates relayed
concerns of flooding through the backdoor of the unit.52 In the D2 unit, CIIC
observed plastic bags hanging in the common area bathroom which appeared to
be a sanitation issue. CIIC also observed bed sheets hanging throughout the unit
which appeared to be obstructing the views of inmate activity in the unit.
The majority of inmate survey respondents reported that their units were clean.53
The bunk areas for housing units A1 through C2 and FHC were rated as
exceptional or good. Each of the units appeared to be clean and orderly.
However, the bunk areas of D1 and D2 were rated as acceptable and in need of
improvement due to several concerns. CIIC observed a hornet’s nest in the D-2
unit. During the inspection, some staff and inmates relayed that were recently
stung by the hornets. Additionally, inmates in C and D-units relayed concerns
regarding flooding due to foundation issues.
Each housing unit consists of phones, laundry facilities, drinking fountains, ice
machines, and microwaves. All were operable with the exception of six phones
that needed to be installed by the vendor.54

Inmates made CIIC aware of a hole in the door of one bay of the D1 unit.
65.1 percent of survey respondents (n=281).
54 According to PCI staff, The PCI phone install (transition) project is still in a holding pattern due to GTL
staffing and other DRC facility installs that have yet to be completed. Equipment has been shipped and is
currently at the CRC warehouse. GTL met with the DRC Operations Support Center regarding the
completion of the PCI project as well as two other DRC facility phone installations. GTL informed PCI that
they should have a complete installation within the next 30 days.
53
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Although some of the toilets and urinals were as exceptional or good, most were
rated as acceptable or in need of improvement due to several concerns. CIIC
observed cracks in the walls behind the toilets in some units. In the C2 unit, the
urinal appeared to be separated from the wall. Most of the concerns appeared to
be due to the age of some of the units.
The shower conditions in A1 through B2 and FHC were rated as exceptional or
good with zero maintenance concerns. The shower units in C1 and C2 were
rated as acceptable due to soap scum and rust stains. The D1 and D2 shower
conditions were rated as in need of improvement based on water stains, chipped
paint, brown spots, and poor ventilation due to the age of the building.
Cleaning materials in most units were stocked with the appropriate quantities.55
B. MEDICAL SERVICES

CIIC’s inspection of medical services was comprised of two inmate focus groups, a
conversation with the Health Care Administrator, and a tour of the medical facilities.
Based on observations and information provided by both staff and inmates the CIIC
inspection team rated medical services as ACCEPTABLE.
Facilities





The medical facilities were observed to be fair condition.56
The facility appears to have sufficient space for staff to conduct clinical duties. 57
PCI houses the state’s dialysis unit and also a long-term care unit.
The cleaning schedule was located while on site; however, staff could not
provide documentation that cleanings were completed and documented.58

Staffing


55

The facility appears to have a sufficient number of medical staff to ensure
inmates’ request for services are responded to in a timely manner.59
The facility has had consistent advanced level providers over the past year. 60

The A1 unit had two extra bottles and the A2 unit was missing one bottle. The D1 and D2 units were
missing two bottles. On the first day of the inspection, it was relayed to CIIC that soap was not delivered
to the D1 and D2 units.
56 The facilities were fairly organized.
57 Medical facilities consisted of 19 offices, five nurses’ station, four exam rooms, 18 infirmary beds in 10
cells, one x-ray room, one pharmacy area, one lab area, four records area, a dental area, one conference
room, seven storage rooms, one copier room, one laundry area, two inmate bathrooms, five staff
bathrooms, one porter closet, one tele-med room.
58 Staffs reported having a cleaning schedule that documents cleanings but while on-site were not able to
provide documentation that showed they were using it.
59 Staff relayed that total medical staff consists of three FTE medical doctors and one part-time, one nurse
practitioner, 45 nurses, 47 LPNs, one QIC, one respiratory therapist, one activity therapist, one medical
operations manager, four health care administrators and one assistant health care administrator.
Additionally, contract staff includes: one medical doctor, one nurse practitioner, 1.5 dentists, two dental
assistants and one part-time, one hygienist, one radiologist, two phlebotomists, eight health information
technicians, two part-time dietary technicians, one part time optometrist and podiatrist .
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Inmate focus groups relayed positive feelings about the different providers and
staff. Most inmates felt that the nurses are “respectful”.
The institution had 13 vacancies at the time of the inspection.61

Access to Medical Services62




Health Service Request forms were available in every housing unit.
A formal kite log is kept and most kites had documented responses; however, not
all did.63
Inmate survey participants reported moderately high satisfaction with the quality
of care provided by the nurses, doctors and dentists.64

Quality





A full internal management audit was conducted in May 24-26, 2016. The
auditors relayed three concerns related to medical services.
Staff relayed that they participate in quarterly interdisciplinary meetings, which is
in compliance with DRC policy.
Staff relayed that patient satisfaction meetings occur quarterly, which is in
compliance with DRC policy.
There were 60 inmate deaths in the time period reported to CIIC.65

Further information regarding medical services can be found in the inspection checklist
in the Appendix.
C. MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
CIIC’s inspection of mental health services in a correctional facility focuses on
cleanliness of facilities, staffing, access to mental health staff, programming, critical
incident data in addition to quality of services (determined by the IMAs). Overall, the
CIIC inspection team rated mental health services as ACCEPTABLE.
Caseload

60

All but one of the providers had been at the institution over a year.
The vacancies included four nurses, seven LPNs and two HITs.
62 Access to medical services is evaluated based on several factors: (1) time period between inmate
submission of a health service request form and appointment with medical staff; (2) time period between
referral to the doctor and appointment with the doctor; (3) response times to kites and informal complaint
forms; and (4) current backlogs for Nurse Health Call, Doctor Health Call, and Chronic Care Clinic.
63 There were kites from June- August that did not show a documented response.
64 Of survey respondents at PCI, 72.6 percent (n=259) reported that they are very satisfied, satisfied, or
neutral with the quality of care provided by nurses; 67.2 percent (n=247) reported they are very satisfied,
satisfied or neutral with the care provided by the doctor; and 70.3 percent (n=222) reported that they are
very satisfied, satisfied or neutral with their dental care.
65 The period of time evaluated by CIIC was from January 2014 to present.
61
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There were 346 inmates on the mental health caseload, or 16.7 percent of the
total inmate population. Of the total, 177 inmates were classified as seriously
mentally ill (SMI).
The number of individuals in restrictive housing that were on the mental health
caseload was exceptionally low.

Facilities



The mental health facilities were noted to be clean and in good condition with
adequate space for programming.66
There are four crisis cells, all located in segregation. Overall, the crisis cells were
noted to be in good condition with good visibility. 67

Staffing



Staffing levels appear to be sufficient to the number of individuals on the
caseload.68
There were no vacancies at the time of the inspection.69

Access to Mental Health & Crisis Prevention




A moderate percentage of survey respondents reported adequate access to
mental health services and programs.70
The kite log was reviewed and staff started documenting the date of responses
the day CIIC staff were on-site.
Staff relayed that department works well together and also collaborates well with
medical and security.

Programming



66

PCI offers a good range of mental health programming for inmates. At the time of
the inspection, 10 groups were facilitated by staff.
In the past 90 days, 98.7 percent of treatment programs scheduled have been
conducted.71

The facilities consist of thirteen offices and four program rooms.
CIIC staff noted that the bolts that hold down the Moduform bed could be filed down.
68 Staffing consists of one contract psychiatrist, one psychologist, three registered nurses, two psych
assistants, two licensed social workers (with an additional LSW starting in September), one independently
licensed social worker, one mental health administrator (who is also a psychologist), one shared QIC, and
one health information technician.
69 Staff relayed they have no vacancies, as a new staff member will be starting in September.
70 Of survey respondents at PCI, 71.4 percent (n=140) feel that they have adequate access to mental
health services.
71 77 out of the 78 scheduled groups were held.
67
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Critical Incidents


There have been zero attempted or completed suicides72 reported at the
institution in the time period evaluated by CIIC.73

Quality



A full internal management audit was conducted in May 24-26, 2016. The
auditors relayed zero concerns related to mental health services.
A moderately high percentage reported satisfaction with the quality of services
and programs.74

Further information regarding mental health services can be found in the inspection
checklist in the Appendix.
D. RECOVERY SERVICES
CIIC’s evaluation of recovery services in a correctional environment focuses on
cleanliness of facilities, staffing, participation and outreach of inmates, access and
quality (as determined by DRC staff). Overall, the CIIC inspection team rated recovery
services as ACCEPTABLE.
Facilities




The recovery service facilities were noted to be clean and organized. 75
The facility appears to have sufficient space for staff to conduct clinical duties.
PCI has a Therapeutic Community.76

Staffing





72

Staffing levels appear sufficient to provide adequate recovery service
programming.77
There were no staff vacancies at the day of the inspection.
PCI does not use inmate graduates to facilitate any ancillary programming.
PCI has 10 community volunteers that facilitate AA programming and are at the
facility on a weekly basis.

The time period evaluated by CIIC is January 2014 to present.
The time period evaluated by CIIC is the past year.
74 77.2 percent (n=145) of inmates reported that are very satisfied, satisfied, or neutral with the quality of
mental health services.
75 The facilities consist of seven offices and five classrooms.
76 The TC has 120 beds.
77 Staff consists of six counselors and one supervisor.
73
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Participation and Outreach78



PCI reported 105 inmates79 are currently participating in recovery service
programming.80
A good number of inmates participate in Alcoholics Anonymous and Narcotics
Anonymous.

Access





Survey participants reported moderately high satisfaction with access to recovery
services.81,82
94.4 percent of scheduled recovery service programming in the last 90 days
were held, which is acceptable.83
Staff relayed interdisciplinary meetings occur quarterly, which is within policy.
PCI reported 303 inmates are currently on the waitlist for treatment programming,
which is higher than prisons of similar populations.

Quality


78

In FY 2015,xxxiii
o 27.3 percent of inmates enrolled in PCI’s Treatment Readiness Program 84
were early terminators, which significantly higher than the DRC average. 85
o 32.7 percent of inmates enrolled in PCI’s Intensive Outpatient Program 86
were early terminators, which higher than the DRC average. 87

Each inmate is screened using an assessment tool for the need for addiction services, and is assigned
a number associated with a recovery services level. This number indicates the degree to which inmates
are in need of addiction services. Inmates are scored from zero to three; zero indicating no need of
services, to three indicating chronic need for addiction services. This number is determined through
completion of a need for services assessment that gives an overall score resulting in the assignment to
one of the recovery services levels. Inmates who score either two or three are most in need of treatment;
thus, they should be prioritized for programming.
79 Of the 105, 23 inmates are considered R2 and 82 inmates are considered R3.
80 Formal programming offered at PCI consists of the Treatment Readiness Program (TRP), the Intensive
Outpatient Program (IOP), Recovery Maintenance Programming (RMP) and Breaking the Cycle.
81 65.7 percent of survey participants (n=210) reported that they have adequate access to recovery
services programming.
82 59.2 percent of inmate survey participants (n=282) reported regularly using drugs or alcohol prior to
incarceration.
83 101 of the scheduled 107 groups were held.
84 The Treatment Readiness Program is a 60-hour program delivered daily for a minimum of 15 hours a
week. A minimum of ten of the hours must be cognitive behavioral treatment specific. The remaining
hours shall consist of ancillary services. This program incorporates the stages of change model to focus
on participant motivation and readiness that will enhance treatment engagement and retention. This
program is offered to Recovery Service level 2 and 3 inmates.
85 According to information provided the Bureau of Recovery Services, at PCI there were 99 total
participants and 27 early terminations from the Treatment Readiness Program in FY 2015. The overall
DRC average early termination rate was 15.1 percent.
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o 9.8 percent of inmates enrolled in PCI’s Recovery Maintenance Program
were early terminators, which is slightly lower than the DRC average.88
E. FOOD SERVICES
CIIC’s inspection of food services included eating the inmate meal, and observation of
the dining hall, food preparation area, and the loading dock. CIIC also interviews the
Food Service Manager. Overall, food service was rated as GOOD.
Meal





CIIC sampled two inmate lunch meals.89 Each of the meals were rated as good
based on the tasteful quality of the main entrée and the portion sizes were
sufficient.
Negatively, 77.1 percent of inmate survey respondents (n=280) indicated that
they were either “unsatisfied” or “very unsatisfied” with the quality of the food
served. However, the responses were more positive than the responses that
CIIC received during the 2014 inspection.90 The most common reason for inmate
dissatisfaction with the food was the quality of the meals.xxxiv Inmate survey
respondents also stated that their primary food service concern is regarding
sanitation and cleanliness.xxxv
A review of the food service kite log91 found that most inmate kites were
regarding requests for food service jobs.

Dining Hall



The dining hall floor and tables were clean and clear of debris.
The serving line was clear of food particles. Inmate servers maintained a clean
area as they prepared the trays for the inmates.

Food Preparation Area

86

The Intensive Outpatient Program is a 180 hour program that provides treatment services delivered
daily for a minimum of 15 hours a week. A minimum of ten of the hours must be cognitive behavioral
treatment specific. The remaining hours will consist of ancillary services.
87 According to information provided the Bureau of Recovery Services, at PCI there were 101 total
participants and 33 early terminations from the Intensive Outpatient Services in FY 2015. The DRC
average termination rate was 20.5 percent.
88 According to the information provided the Bureau of Recovery Services, at PCI there were 41 total
participants and four early terminations from the Recovery Maintenance Program in FY 2015. The DRC
average termination rate was 11.4 percent early terminators.
89 The regular inmate meals were sampled on August 16 and 18, 2016. The August 16 meal consisted of
oven fried fish patty, pinto beans, Parsley noodles, cabbage, and white bread. The August 18 meal
consisted of turkey sausage pizza, Rotini with tomato sauce, green beans, cookie bar, and fresh fruit.
90 During the 2014 inspection, 81.8 percent of PCI inmates interviewed were not satisfied with the food.
91 Per DRC Policy 50-PAM-02 (“Inmate Communication/Weekly Rounds”), the inmate kite system is a
means of two-way communication between all levels of staff and inmates. All kites are required to be
answered within seven calendar days and logged on the Kite Log.
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The food prep area was clear of any food particles and debris. However, CIIC
also observed an excessive amount of water and food waste near the wash
sink.xxxvi
In their most recent health inspection, PCI had a total of two concerns related to
plumbing and maintenance.xxxvii
In their two most recent evaluations by the DRC Food Service Contract Monitor,
PCI was 90.0 percent and 96.0 percent compliant.xxxviii

Food Service Management and Oversight




A review of the employee sign-in log found that the administrative staff had made
recent visits to the food service operations.xxxix
The food service contract staff consisted of 16 employees including one director,
three assistant directors, and 12 contract workers. The average length of service
at the facility was approximately six to seven months.xl
The contract staff relayed that there have been three serving delay within the
past 12 months.92xli

Inmate Work Programs



PCI has an incentive program that allows inmates to earn an additional $20 more
than their normal monthly wage of $18 to $24.93xlii
On the day of the inspection, there were 10 inmates enrolled in their IN-2-WORK
program.94xliii Staff relayed that the class is scheduled to graduate in October
2016.

Loading Dock



The loading dock was clean and clear of debris.
Staff relayed that they do not have any pest or vermin concerns. xliv

More information regarding CIIC’s inspection of food services can be found in the
checklists in the Appendix.

F. RECREATION

92

According to staff, the serving delays can be attributed to the progressive cooking strategy by Aramark
which consists of gradually preparing meals as they “forecast” or predict the number of inmates that will
eat for the day.
93 Inmate monthly wage includes their normal state pay of $18 to $24 per month. However, with an
additional $20 per month, inmates may earn $38 to 44 per month.
94 IN-2-WORK is provided by Aramark and includes both a classroom component and an on-the-job
training. The curriculum is tailored to the special needs of inmates including classroom instruction and
“on-the-job” training (where appropriate) for offenders to deepen their learning.
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Engagement in recreational activities promotes positive physical and mental health.
CIIC’s evaluation of recreational facilities is based on three factors: facilities, activities,
and access. Overall, recreation was rated as EXCEPTIONAL.
Facilities




Physical facilities appeared very clean and were observed in use during each
day of the inspection.
Frazier Health Center has their own recreation station for individuals housed in
the long-term care center.
Staff relayed that there were no current maintenance concerns but did note the
hot temperatures in the gymnasium citing poor ventilation.

Activities







Inmates are offered a wide variety of activities for recreation, including several
organized intramural sports and tournaments.95 Overall, the recreation
department offers almost all recreation activities permitted, per policy, for Level 1
and 2 inmates. Additionally, recreation staff frequently introduces and facilitates
new activities, which is exceptional.
The recreation department has a sizable music program and offers lesson and
music theory classes.
The department has an art area in addition to facilitating an “in cell” arts and
crafts program. Additionally, PCI has a spacious community service building.
The recreation department has a high number of program assistants who help in
the recreation department.
Movies are made accessible and are rotated weekly.96

Access



95

Inmate survey respondents reported high satisfaction with access to recreation.97
Similarly, staff reported that recreation and the yard run on a schedule98 and
rarely close, which is a substantial change since the last CIIC report.

Sports leagues offered to inmates include basketball, soccer, handball, softball, volleyball, pickle ball,
badminton.
96 Staff relayed movies are hand-selected from Netflix and shared through the inmate TV channels.
97 CIIC’s survey of PCI inmates (n=280) found that 82.9 percent of respondents were very satisfied,
satisfied, or neutral regarding their access to recreation.
98 Recreation is open during the following hours: 6:45am-10:00am, 12:00pm-3:00pm, and 4:45pm8:00pm. Additionally, staff relayed that on Tuesday and Thursdays individuals housed in Frazier Health
Center have the opportunity to recreate in the main gymnasium from 12-1:30.
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HEALTH AND WELLBEING RECOMMENDATIONS


Consider making facility maintenance repairs to the D1 and D2 housing units.



Consider methods to remove the hornet’s nest from D2.



Consider addressing all sanitation and safety concerns related to any
obstructed views in the housing units.



Ensure the cleaning schedule is used to document cleanings of the medical
department.



Ensure the medical and mental health kite logs document the dates the in
which the kites are responded.



Consider filing down the bolts in the crisis cell.



Consider strategies to reduce the amount of early terminators in the RMP and
IOP programs.



Ensure any plumbing and maintenance concerns are addressed in the food
service operations.
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IV.

FAIR TREATMENT

CIIC EXPECTATION: Prisons will provide fair and professional treatment of
inmates.
A. STAFF/INMATE INTERACTIONS
CIIC’s evaluation of staff/inmate interactions is based on its survey of inmates, inmate
focus groups, and analysis of grievance data. Overall, CIIC rates staff/inmate
interactions as IN NEED OF IMPROVEMENT.







Over half of inmate survey respondents reported that housing unit officers are
responsive to their needs, professional, and fulfill job duties.99
An average percentage of survey respondents reported their Case Manager was
helpful and a smaller percentage of survey respondents reported their Unit
Manager to be helpful.100
Less than half of inmate survey respondents reported that they had been
harassed, threatened, or abused by staff,101 with the most common incidents
involving feeling threatened or intimidated, having their commissary/property
taken, and insulting remarks.
Negatively, 30 to 60 day to release inmate focus group participants relayed that
they felt there was a lack of consistency and communication with information that
is provided to them by staff.
Negatively, numerous inmate open-ended survey respondents reported staff
being disrespectful, staff not doing their jobs and/or not being helpful, and a need
for better communication between inmates and staff.

B. INMATE GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE (IGP)
CIIC’s evaluation of the inmate grievance procedure102 includes a review of a random
sample of informal complaints and grievances, inmate survey responses, and data
analysis. Overall, CIIC rates the inmate grievance procedure as GOOD.
Access
99

54.1 percent (n=266) inmate survey respondents reported housing unit officers were responsive to their
needs, 51.8 percent (n=247) inmate survey respondents reported housing unit officers were generally
professional, and 54.5 percent (n=246) inmate survey respondents reported housing unit officers were
fulfilling their job duties.
100
46.2 percent (n=260) inmate survey respondents reported case manager was helpful and 37.8
percent (n=246) reported the unit manager to be helpful.
101 45.8 percent (n=277) survey respondents relayed they had been harassed, threatened, or abused by
staff.
102 Pursuant to Section 103.73 of the Ohio Revised Code, the CIIC is required to evaluate the inmate
grievance procedure at each state correctional institution. The inmate grievance procedure is a threestep process by which inmates can document and report concerns to multiple levels of DRC staff. For
more information on the inmate grievance procedure, please see the Glossary at the back of the report.
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Inmate survey responses indicated that the majority of inmates normally have
access to informal complaints.103
A low percentage of inmate survey respondents (38.5 percent) reported that they
had felt prevented from using the grievance procedure at some point.104
The inspector utilizes the inmate handbook, orientation, and hand-outs to
educate inmates on the grievance procedure. The inspector talks with staff to
educate staff on the inmate grievance procedure.
The inspector relayed that there is currently one inmate on grievance restriction
at this time.
During this site visit, the CIIC staff did observe the inspector conducting office
hours and the inspector.
The inspector reported that to ensure that inmates are not retaliated against for
use of the grievance procedure they conduct thorough investigations, interview
all parties involved and do a report to the Warden on findings.
Inmate survey respondents who relayed that they had not used the grievance
procedure noted the top two reasons were “Staff retaliation,” followed by “No
problems/reason to use.”
A low number of inmate survey respondents reported knowing who the Inspector
was.105 Further, the housing unit visitor logs reviewed and the inspector’s activity
report log showed the inspector conducts a low amount of rounds in the housing
units. However, the inspector did relay and show on the inspector’s activity log
that she does conduct rounds in other areas of the institution.
Negatively, inmate open-ended survey respondents relayed concerns of staff
retaliation, staff harassment, and a need for better communication between
inmates and staff, even stating a need for “a DRC liaison appointed to staff to be
the go-between for inmate/staff conflicts.

Informal Complaints





103

In CY 2015 the facility reported receiving 1,079 informal complaints resolutions
(ICRs), an 8.3 percent increase from CY 2014.106
Of the total informal complaints for CY 2015, 15 percent of the responses
received were outside of the seven day timeframe mandated by DRC
administrative rule.107
Negatively, a low percentage of inmate survey respondents relayed they felt that
informal complaints were handled fairly.108
CIIC’s review of a random sample of 20 ICR responses indicated that staff are
generally responsive to inmate concerns, are professional in their responses, but

71.5 percent of inmate respondents (n=267) reported normally having access to informal complaints.
38.5 percent (n=270) inmate survey respondents felt that they had been prevented from using the
grievance procedure at PCI.
105 39.9 percent of inmate survey respondents (n=278) relayed knowing who the Inspector at PCI was.
106 Informal complaints filed in CY 2014 were 996.
107 AR5120-9-31 states staff shall respond in writing within seven calendar days of receipt of the informal
complaint.
108 17.5 percent (n=166) inmate survey respondents felt that informal complaints were handled fairly.
104
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could be more informative on DRC policies referenced and on noted on medical
informal complaints if the inmate was interviewed by medical personnel per
policy.109
Grievances








In CY 2015, there were a total of 134 grievances filed, which was a slight
decrease from CY 2014.110
The highest number of grievances filed by a single inmate was under ten in CY
2015.
Of the total grievances filed in 2015, the top three complaint categories that were
filed were staff/inmate relations, property, and healthcare.
CIIC’s review of a random sample of ten grievance dispositions indicated that the
Inspector, does a good job in interviewing all relevant staff, reviewing relevant
evidence, and providing a thorough response to inmates, to include providing the
relevant policy in the response.
There were 32 grievances filed for the CY 2015 that resulted in reports to the
Warden.111
A low number of inmate survey respondents reported they felt that grievances
were handled fairly.112
C. INMATE DISCIPLINE

CIIC’s evaluation of inmate discipline113 includes observation of Rules Infraction Board
(RIB) hearings and a review of a random sample of closed RIB cases. Overall, CIIC
rates inmate discipline as EXCEPTIONAL.
Caseload


109

From January 2016 through July 31, 2016, PCI reported 563 cases that were
referred to RIB.114

DRC 68-MED-22 states that a member or designee of the health care leadership team shall meet with
the pertinent inmate in person to discuss all health care related field informal complaints. Documentation
of these meetings shall be maintained.
110 There were 138 grievances filed for CY 2014.
111 AR5120-9-31 states that if the resolution of a grievance or portion thereof, is not within the scope of
the authority of the inspector of institutional services, the inspector of institutional services shall submit
the findings and recommendations concerning the grievance to the warden for the warden’s approval,
modification, or disapproval.
112 14.1 percent (n=149) of survey respondents reported that they felt the grievances were handled fairly
at PCI.
113 Inmates charged with a rule infraction are given a conduct report (also known as a ticket). All conduct
reports are first heard by a hearing officer; if the offense is a minor offense, the hearing officer may
dispose of it himself. More serious offenses must be referred to the RIB, which is a two-person panel that
conducts a formal hearing, including witness testimony and evidence.
114 This includes only cases that were handled at the RIB level and that were not appealed.
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The most frequent rule violation referred to RIB was a 39 (intoxicating
substance).

Procedures





The RIB panel followed standard hearing procedures.115
The RIB panel’s review of relevant evidence116 was not able to be fully evaluated
during the hearings. Staff relayed that they review camera footage if it is
available. Based on the review of closed cases, it appears that the level of
evidence is good.
CIIC’s review of closed cases117 found no procedural errors, which indicates that
the oversight of RIB from the Warden’s level is good.

Due Process






No cases reviewed were heard outside the requisite seven days, which is
exceptional.
In the closed case review, two inmates were on the mental health caseload. Both
inmates were appropriately screened by mental health staff prior to the RIB
hearing.
The inmate rights form was completed for all cases.118
One witness was requested in the cases reviewed and the request was
approved.
Confidential information was not used in any of the reviewed cases.

Sanctions




115

The RIB panel indicated that they have general guidelines of sanctions for rule
violations.
Sanctions did not appear excessive in comparison to past and current DRC
restrictive housing practices. The majority of the inmates received time served or
placement in the limited privilege housing unit.
PCI has almost completely eliminated the use of Local Control as a sanction.

Appropriate procedures includes checking to ensure that the inmate had received a copy of the
conduct report, checked the inmate rights form, read the conduct report, offered the opportunity for an
inmate to give his testimony, had the inmate leave for deliberation, reviewed evidence and discussed the
case with the other panel member, informed the inmate of the decision, and offered the opportunity to
appeal.
116 Relevant evidence generally includes reviewing camera footage, use of force packets, drug tests,
contraband control slips, etc.
117 CIIC reviewed 15 closed RIB cases.
118 The inmate rights form asks whether the inmate waives the 24 hour notice, the presence of the
charging official at the hearing, and the presence of any witnesses. The form also asks the staff
completing the form whether he or she believes that the inmate needs staff assistance.
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D. SEGREGATION/TRANSITIONAL PLACEMENT UNIT (TPU)
CIIC’s evaluation of segregation consists of an observation of the unit and evaluation of
the population. CIIC rates segregation as GOOD.
TPU Population










Staff provided a segregation tracking mechanism (segregation roster) that
provides a good amount of information.119
On the first day of the inspection, there were 82 total inmates in the TPU,
representing a significant decrease in the population since the 2014
inspection.120xlv CIIC observed approximately seven three-man cells and 22 twoman cells.xlvi During the 2014 inspection, nearly all of the segregation cells were
triple-bunked. Several of the cells had four inmates.
Of the total, 16 (20.3 percent) had been on the unit more than one month. The
number and percentage of inmates in segregation for more than one month is
slightly less than what CIIC observed on previous inspections.121
According to the segregation roster provided on the first day of the inspection,
there were five inmates in security control under investigation.122
The longest serving inmate had been on the unit since December 28, 2015, or
232 days. The inmate was in the TPU with a rule 23 violation for refusing to lock.
Additionally, there were a total of 23 inmates in segregation for refusing to
lock.123
Of the total, 67.1 percent were classified as white, 31.7 percent were classified
as black, and 1.2 percent were classified as of another race. This is in line with
the institutional demographics.124
According to the segregation roster, 18 inmates were on the MH caseload or
22.0 percent of the segregation population. This is not proportional to the
institutional mental health population.125

Conditions


119

PCI’s segregation population is housed on a single unit with three separate
pods.126 Each cell has its own sink, toilet, and shower.

The roster tracks inmates by disciplinary status, rule violation, the date that the inmate came into the
segregation unit, mental health status, and STG status. All of this is important information for ensuring
the orderly management the population.
120 During the 2014 inspection, PCI had 122 inmates in segregation.
121 Includes inspections made by CIIC since January 2015.
122 Security control is the initial step of placing an inmate in segregation. The deputy warden may
authorize an inmate to be held in security control pursuant to an investigation for up to seven days.
123 The refuse-to-lock (RTL) term is in reference to inmates who refuse to stay in their assigned unit or
cell. In many cases, the inmate is concerned for their own safety if they stay in their assigned unit.
124 As of August 16, 2016, 60.0 percent of the inmates are classified as white, 38.0 percent as black, and
2.0 percent as “other” race.
125 16.7 percent of the inmate population was on the mental health caseload.
126 Segregation cells are divided into three separate pods (I, II, and III).
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Overall, the conditions of the unit appeared to be clean and well maintained. The
cells also appeared to be clean and orderly.
Cleaning chemicals were stored in a locked cabinet in the control room.
The crisis cells appeared clean and in good condition.
Staff relayed that there were no maintenance issues.
Inmates did not relay significant food-related concerns in the segregation unit.127
Recreation consisted of four outdoor recreation areas for the entire unit. Each
had a basketball hoop and a basketball. There were also four indoor recreation
areas (rooms), with the standard sit-up/dip equipment.xlvii

Staff Accountability





There were no cell security issues. 128 There was one cell that contained an
inappropriate picture. An officer noticed the picture and notified the other officers
on the unit. CIIC did not observe any visible graffiti.
The review of randomly selected segregation log sheets indicated that they are
being fully completed.
A review of the shakedown log indicated that shakedowns are being completed
and documented.
A review of the employee sign-in logbook indicated that executive staff are doing
an acceptable job conducting necessary rounds.

Critical Incidents





The most recent use of force occurred two weeks before the inspection before
the inspection and it involved an inmate who was attempting to injure
himself.129xlviii However, staff relayed that uses of force were rare on the
segregation unit.
Staff also relayed that inmates rarely flood the range. The most recent incident
occurred approximately two to three months before the CIIC inspection.
Staff relayed that the use of a disciplinary meal (“food loaf”) sometimes occurs.
The most recent incident involving food loaf occurred on July 18, 2016. The most
common reason for the meal was due to inmates throwing their trays on the
range.

Programming/Activities


127

Mental Health staff conducts weekly evaluations of inmates in the programing
room that is located on the unit.

Segregation meals are transported in hot boxes from the food service operations. Refusal to lock
inmates are escorted to dining hall to eat.
128 Cell security issues include inmates attempting to block cell windows or cell door windows, STG
related graffiti, attempting to jam the locks or place material in the cuffports, or excessive clotheslines or
towels on the floor.
129 According to staff, the inmate who was attempting to remove his dialysis cord.
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Staff relayed that they run inmate facilitated programs on Saturdays and
Sundays. Other programs that are conducted in the TPU are Alcoholics
Anonymous, AOD-Education, Criminal Addictive Thinking, Free as an Eagle, I
Am Responsible, Narcotics Anonymous, and Release and Reintegration.xlix
Telephone access is available on the unit. Inmates can make calls every other
day.
The log book indicated that mental health staff conducts rounds roughly every
three or four days. Staff relayed that mental health are a consistent presence on
the unit.
Many of the inmates appeared to be sleeping in their cell during the inspection.
However, staff reported that inmates had access to a bookcase for reading
material.
Educational staff logged weekly rounds to the segregation unit in the past 30
days.
The Chaplain documented weekly rounds and conducts a religious services
program on Sundays.







FAIR TREATMENT RECOMMENDATIONS


Suggest staff training on issues of top three categories of grievances filed.



Consider developing strategies to improve inmate/staff interactions, and
consider handing the task to influential staff in key role positions in the
institution to assist implementation.



Develop strategies to improve inmates’ perception of access to the grievance
procedure. Related, develop a plan to address allegations of retaliation for
use of the grievance procedure.



Suggest a quarterly review of informal complaint process to ensure staff
compliance in timely responses.
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V.

REHABILITATION AND REENTRY

CIIC EXPECTATION: Prisons will provide access to quality programming and
purposeful activities that will ultimately aid reentry.
A. REENTRY PLANNING
CIIC’s evaluation of reentry planning130 includes interviews of staff,131 inmate focus
groups,132 a document review, and inmate survey responses. Overall, CIIC rates
reentry planning as GOOD.
Staff Performance









130

Case Manager focus group was positive and reflected that programming and
working well as a team are two good things they do well at PCI.
In a review of release plans RPLANs133, 43 out of the 150 were checked and all
were fully completed by the time the inmate was released.
The Unit
management Chief runs a list of all inmates to be released and tracks them by
this list, as well as she does on spot training if any of the unit staff have questions
regarding the process. In addition, the Unit Management Chief provided a
Release Preparation Schedule that describes the tasks to be completed by staff
prior to an inmate’s release to prepare them for rejoining the community. This is
a best practice and should be utilized throughout the department to ensure
compliance in completion of all RPLANs.
Current staffing is nine case managers, four unit managers, and nine correctional
counselors/sergeants at PCI. Staff relayed they recently hired an extra
correctional counselor/sergeant for the transitional program unit (TPU) who will
be starting next month bringing the total of correctional counselors/sergeants up
to a total of ten.
Staff reported that each case manager is responsible for providing at least two
programs at all times, one reentry approved program and one purposeful activity.
Staff relayed that the institution prepares inmates for reentry through effective
programming and staff involvement and the Unit Managers handle prerelease
preparation.
Most inmates in the 30 to 60 day focus groups reported that they felt like they
could speak with a member of unit staff if they needed.

Effective reentry planning requires attention to individualized details from the first day of incarceration
through the post-release period and is crucial for a successful reintegration into society.
131 CIIC inspections include interviews of the Reentry Coordinator (RC), the Unit Management Chief
(UMC) [who sometimes doubles as the RC], and Case Managers (CM).
132 CIIC conducts focus groups of inmates who are within approximately 30 and 60 days of their release
date.
133 Reentry operations at DRC institutions include the use of the DRC RPLAN (Offender Transitional
Release Plan). In the few months prior to release, all DRC institutions provide various types of
information to inmates through channels like Adult Parole Authority (APA) workshops and printed
materials from Ohio’s counties.
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An average amount of inmate survey respondents reported that staff discussed
what programs they need to take while incarcerated. 134
A majority of inmates in the 30 to 60 day focus groups relayed that the reason
they have not participated in reentry approved program is due to the wait list of
the programs, they are only incarcerated for a short period of time and will get
released before they are able to enter a program, they do not have a facilitator,
and they are not aware of what the programs are.
PCI utilizes a Release Preparation Schedule which was noted on this site visit as
a best practice for DRC. This schedule will assist the staff to track RPLANS and
inmate release preparation.

Reentry Resources











134

PCI has a sufficient reentry center in the library that is equipped with two reentry
resource computers and resource material for inmates being released.
The two computers located in the library are dedicated to reentry and feature
Ohio Means Jobs and WOTC.135,136
Staff relayed PCI had a reentry resource fair in March 2016 with 18 outside
agencies participating and 430 inmate attendees.
PCI has a reintegration unit and inmates have access to reentry preparation
services in One-Stop Centers.
Over half of inmate survey respondents reported knowing where to find reentry
information.137
Staff relayed that they are closely tied to the local reentry coalitions in Franklin
County, Dayton, Cincinnati, Delaware, Hamilton, Scioto, and Montgomery
County.
Staff relayed that PCI has an exceptionally large reintegration unit, housing 263
inmates.
Most of the inmates in the 30-days-to-release focus group relayed that they were
familiar with the reentry resources available to them, but a few felt it was
somewhat disorganized trying to know what is all available trying to read the
bulletin boards and find information.
Staff in the case manager focus group relayed that it is sometimes redundant
work doing RPLANS and case plans, they are giving the same information in
different ways that is time consuming.

40.9 percent (n=276) inmate respondents stated that staff have discussed programs to take while
incarcerated.
135 All DRC libraries are required, per DRC 78-REL-05, to have a reentry resource center.
136 At the reentry center, inmates can learn what careers are in demand; research technical schools,
colleges, universities, and scholarship opportunities; read interviews of someone working in the inmate’s
field of interest, and find out how to prepare for a chosen career. The reentry computers feature Work
Opportunity Tax Credit (WOTC) and the Ohio Means Jobs website which support inmates in preparing for
employment or additional education. The Ohio Reentry Connections software systems allow inmates to
create an individualized job search account that ‘goes live’ on the inmate’s release day, allowing access
from a computer in the community. The inmate can then send previously created job applications,
resumes and cover letters to potential employers.
137 59.4 percent (n=276) inmate survey respondents reported knowing where to find reentry information.
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In addition, over half of the inmate survey respondents reported knowing how to
find housing, jobs, state ID, food, continuing health care, recovery services,
education and county agency information upon release.138
A few of the inmates in the 30 day to release focus group reported that the TC
program is one of the best programs for release because it helps to reintegrate
the inmate back in to society.
Inmates within 30 day release reentry focus group relayed that to better prepare
inmates for release the reentry programs could be better communicated on
availability by using a broadband system or some other method to communicate
rather than just posting them on the boards. They relayed that programs also
could be more available to those who are wanting and willing to participate rather
than those that are mandated to attend.
B. REHABILITATIVE PROGRAMMING

CIIC’s evaluation of rehabilitative programming is based on a review of unit-based
program enrollment and completion, on-site observations, and review of additional
purposeful activities. Overall, CIIC rates rehabilitative programming as GOOD.
Unit-Based Programs



138

PCI offers seven reentry-approved programs.139 Staff reported there are also
prosocial programs offered.140
Staff reported the following current enrollments in the reentry approved programs
for YTD 2016 which seemed low:
Program

Enrollment

Program

Enrollment

Thinking for a
Change

21

Victim
Awareness

35

Cage Your Rage

16

Money Smart

21

Of the survey respondents: 52.1 percent (n=261) reported knowing how to obtain housing, 61.3
percent (n=253) reported knowing how to obtain a job, 67.7 percent (n=263) reported knowing how to
obtain a state ID, 62.6 percent (n=257) reported knowing how to obtain food, 56.0 percent (n=257)
reported knowing how to obtain continuing health care, 60.4 percent (n=245) reported knowing how to
obtain recovery services, 63.4 percent (n=246) reported knowing how to obtain education, and 52.0
percent (n=250) reported knowing how to obtain county agency information.
139 Cage Your Rage, Inside out Dads, Money Smart, Thinking for a Change, P.R.O.V.E., and Victim
Awareness.
140 Roots of Success, Pre-Release preparation, BMV workshop, APA reentry resources, Apprenticeship
programming, Men of Courage, Pilot Dog, MCS T.O.U.C.H., Wellness Track, T25 Workout, Spartan
Workout, Educational Programming, Community Service, Bars to Business, Journey to Employment, 4
Paws for Ability, Plan Maintenance, Coping with Anger, Free as an Eagle, TRP/IOP, Recovery
Maintenance, AA/NA/DRA/CA, Recovery Services Library, Breaking the Cycle, Family Program, Criminal
Addictive Thinking, and I am Responsible Programming.
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Inside Out Dads




8

PROVE

13

Staff reported the following current completion numbers for 2015 YTD:
Program

Completions

Program

Completions

Thinking for a
Change

293

Victim
Awareness

280

Cage Your Rage

194

Money Smart

172

Inside Out Dads

120

Prove

182

Waitlist numbers for reentry programs are high. Historically, across the DRC,
demand exceeds capacity to deliver reentry programs. Inmates in a focus group
reported difficulty accessing programming. Inmates relayed that reentry
programming was difficult for inmates with short sentences to access.
Program

Waiting List

Program

Waiting List

Thinking for a
Change

503

Victim
Awareness

199

Cage Your Rage

136

Money Smart

108

Inside Out Dads

59

PROVE

75

Additional Purposeful Activities





141

PCI offers sixteen inmate-led programs.141
The five inmate groups offered at PCI are Jaycees, 7th Step/My Brother’s Keeper,
Gavel Club, Baker’s Dozen, and Music Association.
Eight units at PCI reportedly have specialized program missions.142
A high number of inmate survey respondents reported it easy or were neutral
about the ability to get into unit programs.143

PCI offers these inmate-led programs: Roots of Success, Reflections, I am Responsible, Free as an
Eagle, Criminal Addictive Thinking, Alcohol and Other Drugs Education, Coping with Anger, Information
Center mentoring, Journey to Employment, Bars to Business, Current Events, Spanish Language, Talk
Therapy/Workshop, Plant Care Therapy, Ronald McDonald for Charity, Education/GED tutoring.
142 PCI units with special missions include A1 and A2 as Reintegration Units and Post Release Control
(PRC)-Sanctioned Violators, B1 as a medical unit, B2 as a Literacy (Education) unit, and dog program
unit, C1 as the 35-and-older dorm, C2 as the OASIS (a therapeutic community [TC] plus the Intensive
Prison Program or [IPP] program), D2 as a Reintegration Unit, and the Frazier Health Center as a medical
long term unit.
143 64.0 percent of inmate survey respondents relayed it easy or were neutral about getting in to unit
programs.
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PCI in FY 2015 reported a rate of religious service participation that is lower than
the comparator rate and lower than the DRC average rate. However, PCI does
provide a variety of religious service programs:144
Year

PCI Rate of
Religious
Programming
Participation

Comparator
Rate

DRC Average
Rate

FY 2015

4.1

6.8

7.1

Inmates in 30 day release focus group reported that the program called Building
Bridges is one of the best programs offered.
Inmates in the 30 day release focus group reported that it is hard to do
programming because cooperation between staff is difficult and they also stated
that the waiting list for programming was too long.

On-Site Observation


The Roots of Success Program was observed. Attributes of the programming
instruction included numerous affirmations to inmates and explanations to assist
students in developing and encouraging purposeful class discussions. Students
were observed watching a video on global and EPA change in society and were
engaged in the classroom activities.
C. FAMILY ENGAGEMENT AND COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS

CIIC’s evaluation of family engagement and community connections consists of review
of family-oriented activities, survey results, and data review. Overall, CIIC rates family
engagement and community connections as GOOD.
Family Connections





Family members are invited participate in graduations, family fun day, groups
sponsored events, back to school events, seasonal events, religious events, and
open visitation. In addition, if visitors are from out of state, they are offered to
visit for three consecutive days.
Under half of the survey respondents indicated that they have experienced
problems with sending or receiving mail within the past six months.145
Over half of survey respondents indicated that they have experienced problems
accessing the telephones within the past six months.146 Most focus group

The following religious service activities provided: Bible study, Native American, Jehovah’s Witness,
Protestant, Catholic, Bible College and Seminary courses, Catholic Mass, Hispanic Service, Taleem,
Jumah, and Kairos.
145 44.4 percent of survey respondents (n=270) indicated they have experienced problems with sending
or receiving mail.
144
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participants indicated that it was easy to stay in contact with friends and family,
but indicated that there were not enough phones.147
Most survey respondents indicated that they have not experienced problems
receiving visits within the past six months.148 Top two reasons cited by those
who reported concerns were distance for visitors and visitor was not approved.

Community Connections





PCI reported 217,654 community service hours in CY 2015. Positively, the rate of
community service hours has increased from CY 2014 to CY 2015:
Year

PCI Community
Service Hours
Rate

Comparator
Community
Service Hours
Rate

DRC Average
Community Service
Hours Rate

CY 2013

88.5

100.9

91.7

CY 2014

88.3

116.4

106.7

CY 2015

102.8

133.4

124.4

PCI has seven community service projects.149
PCI has 246 active community volunteers150 who are predominately religious
services volunteers. The number of volunteers appears adequate for an
institution with a large population that can utilize volunteers for additional
programming.
D. EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING

CIIC’s evaluation of the quality of educational programming in a correctional institution
focuses on data analysis, a document review, direct observation of at least one
program, and inmate survey responses. CIIC rates the overall quality of educational
programming as GOOD.
Academic Program

146

54.4 percent of survey respondents (n=274) indicated they had experienced problems accessing the
telephones. The most commonly cited reason was not enough phones.
147 Staff did relay that there were phones added to each of the dorms but they are waiting on GTL to
come back in and install them.
148 64.7 percent of survey respondents (n=275) indicated they had not experienced problems receiving
visits.
149 Community service projects include: 4 Paws for ability, Pilot Dogs for the blind, My Very Own Blanket,
Crayons to Computers, mats, Hats for Humanity, and the Bike Lady.
150 Active community volunteers are defined as volunteers who enter the facility more than three times per
year.
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151

PCI offers seven of the standard academic programs.151
PCI has a total of 23 educational staff and one vacancy.
Student to teacher ratio is 15 to 1 for ABE, 20 to 1 for Pre-GED, and 25 to 1 for
GED.
PCI education department has a total of 41 tutors to include 25 literacy tutors.
Negatively, GED testing has been hindered by the computer servers outside of
the education department continuously shutting down. The servers have been
down for three weeks as of this date and have continuously shut down for
periods of time.
The education needs assessment identified a need for better technology and
community evaluations identified a need for a welding program.
PCI’s academic enrollment rates increased by from FY 2014 to FY 2015:
FY

PCI Academic Rate
of Enrollment

Comparator
Academic Rate
of Enrollment

DRC Average
Academic
Rate of Enrollment

FY 2013

239.4

317.0

338.2

FY 2014

246.3

357.9

380.9

FY 2015

323.0

342.4

381.6

PCI’s rate of GED enrollment per 1,000 inmates increased for FY 2014 to FY
2015. PCI’s rate of GED enrollment was lower than the comparator rate and the
DRC average rate:
FY

PCI Rate of GED
Enrollment

Comparator Rate
of GED
Enrollment

DRC Average
Rate of GED
Enrollment

FY 2014

43.4

122.7

128.3

FY 2015

71.6

103.1

120.3

The PCI academic waitlist rate has decreased from FY 2014 to FY 2015, but is
still higher than the comparator rate and the rate of the DRC average:
FY

PCI Rate of
Academic Waitlist

Comparator Rate
of Waitlist

DRC Rate of
Waitlist

FY 2013

65.3

41.1

41.2

FY 2014

62.3

30.8

31.3

The academic programs offered at RICI include: Pre-GED, GED, ABLE, Literacy, Special Education,
Title 1, and TEP.
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FY 2015

45.1

25.6

29.5

Outcome Measures


The PCI rate of academic certificates earned decreased from FY 2014 to FY
2015:
FY





PCI Rate of
Comparator Rate
Academic
of Enrollment
Certificates Earned

DRC Average
Rate of Enrollment

FY 2013

5.2

10.0

10.3

FY 2014

10.1

9.5

10.1

FY 2015

8.6

8.2

8.1

The PCI rate of GED’s earned has decreased from FY 2014 to FY 2015, but the
PCI rate of GED’s earned for FY 2015 is comparable to the GED’s earned for the
comparator rate and the DRC average rate:
FY

PCI Rate of
Enrollment

Comparator Rate
of Enrollment

DRC Average
Rate of Enrollment

FY 2013

4.8

4.4

4.3

FY 2014

3.5

3.8

3.5

FY 2015

0.8

0.8

0.8

Academic students are offered blocks of time to access the CAIL computer lab
so that they may independently complete computer-aided instruction at their own
pace as preparation for using the computer for the GED program.152

On-Site Observation


152

Academic classrooms were observed. Attributes of the academic instruction
included numerous affirmations to inmates and explanations to assist students in
developing vocabulary, making connections to life applications and other
curriculum content, and encouraging purposeful class discussions. Students
were observed taking roles in peer instruction through communicative
interaction.153

PCI academic instruction is now weighted toward preparing inmate students with the skills and
knowledge that they will need to take the GED test on computers.
153 The academic classrooms were well-lighted, provided adequate space, seating, visibility, ventilation
and sound control. Staff interaction was positive, informative, and provided guidance and growth. The
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Vocational and Work Skill Development









PCI currently offers two career tech programs154 and one advanced job training
course.155
PCI currently offers twelve apprenticeship programs for the inmate population.156
PCI FY 2015 apprenticeship enrollment rate is higher than FY 2014 enrollment
rate, and is higher than the FY 2015 comparator rate and the DRC rate:
Year

PCI Apprenticeship
Enrollment Rate

Comparator Prison
Apprenticeship
Enrollment Rate

DRC Apprenticeship
Enrollment Rate

FY 2013

28.9

23.5

26.2

FY 2014

62.8

43.1

40.5

FY 2015

103.1

60.1

53.7

The rate of career tech certificates earned has decreased from FY 2014 to FY
2015, but is higher than the comparator prison rate and the DRC rate:
Year

PCI Certificates
Earned

Comparator Prison

DRC

FY 2013

11.6

5.9

5.9

FY 2014

11.7

5.4

5.0

FY 2015

7.1

5.0

5.2

A low number of PCI inmate survey respondents indicated it is easy or were
neutral to get into vocational training.157
A commercial driver vocational classroom revealed a ratio of three students to
one teacher. Students were reviewing content needed for a Commercial Driver
License (CDL), which may lead to employment as a truck driver. The course

rooms were free of distractions.
Student engagement was positive and consistent throughout the
observational periods.
154 PCI Career Tech programs include: APS and Pre-vocational CDL course.
155 PCI offers Sinclair University for advanced job training.
156 PCI offers the following apprenticeship programs: Maintenance building repair, book binder, press
operator, meat cutter, janitor, animal trainer, waste water treatment, auto mechanic, electrician,
healthcare sanitation, material coordinator, and HVAC and Plumbing.
157 40.3 percent of survey respondents (n=236) relayed it was easy or were neutral to get into vocational
training.
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includes the use of a new interactive driving simulator, which replicates the cab
of a truck, including a steering wheel and column, seat, and dashboard panel.158
E. LIBRARY SERVICES
CIIC’s evaluation of literacy development in a correctional institution focuses on data
analysis, a document review, direct observation of at least one program, and inmate
survey responses. CIIC rates overall library services as GOOD.
Library Facilities






The library appeared clean and well maintained. There were twenty seven tables
and eighty-one chairs, with a seating capacity of eighty one inmates.
There are fourteen inmates that currently work in the library, to include 5 law
clerks and no volunteers.
The library has media alternatives including CD’s and DVD’s.
There are sixteen total computers to include seven Lexis Nexis and 2 reentry
computers set up in the library. All resources are operable.
The library does have a reentry resource area with reentry materials.159

Library Access




158

There was a 1.1 percent increase in library hours of operation from FY 2014 to
FY 2015,160 as well a 1.4 percent increase in the numbers of the population visits
to the library from FY 2014 to FY 2015.161
The librarian reported that rounds in segregation are conducted on a weekly
basis, which is in compliance with DRC 57-EDU-02.162The librarian also has
inmates utilize the kite system for requesting library resources/materials.
From FY 2014 to FY 2015, the rate of materials per capita at PCI slightly
increased. PCI’s per capita rate was higher than the DRC average and the
comparator rate:

CDL has, in its pioneer group, graduated two of the three students, who passed the CDL written test
administered by the BMV. The CDL truck simulator represents a state-of-art instructional tool, and
provides access to additional hours of training prior to placing students into an actual truck. CDL program
has reportedly been made possible through the support of the Bureau of Motor Vehicles (BMV), and
partial funding from the RIDGE Project and the Ohio Department of Jobs and Family Services (ODJFS).
159 All DRC libraries are required, per DRC 78-REL-05, to have a reentry resource center.
160 Total hours reported for FY 2014 (inmate population = 2,212) were 2,237 and total hours reported for
FY 2015 (inmate population = 2,218) were 2,261.
161 Total of inmate visits for FY 2014 (inmate population = 2,212) were 4,513 and Total of inmate visits
reported for FY 2015 (inmate population= 2,218) were 4,578.
162 DRC 57-EDU-02 states to ensure the accessibility of education staff and continuity of services, a
library staff member shall visit each special population housing unit at least weekly with the area’s
logbook signed for accountability.
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Year









PCI Rate per Capita Comparator Rate
per Capita

DRC Average
Rate

FY 2013

12.5

8.2

7.9

FY 2014

12.7

8.2

8.0

FY 2015

13.1

7.9

8.2

The staff relayed that they do have an inter-loan library service.163
The library did reflect secondary educational and ethnic section materials.
PCI library hours include weekend and evening hours.164
The rate circulation per capita for FY 2014 to FY 2015 (based on the average
monthly circulation of materials compared to population) slightly increased and
was slightly higher than the DRC average rate:
Year

PCI
Rate

PCI Average
Monthly
Circulation

DRC Average
Rate

FY 2013

2.5

2.4

2.0

FY 2014

2.5

2.5

2.1

FY 2015

2.6

2.3

2.0

The PCI staff relayed that they would like to work with security on having
restrictive housing inmates escorted up to the library for library services.
Staff relayed that they would like to have more Lexis Nexis computers for the
inmates to utilize, as well as a printer system set up in order for the inmates to print
their resumes for their job search/reentry information.

Library Special Programs


The library does not offer any special programs at this time.
F. OHIO PENAL INDUSTRIES165

163

All DRC libraries participate in interlibrary loan services with public libraries to supplement the
interlibrary loan provisions per DRC 78-REL-05.
164 DRC 58-LIB-01 states library services shall be available to the inmate population daily to include
evening and weekends.
165 Penal industries are found within state and federal correctional institutions across the United States as
opportunities for inmates to acquire job-related skills that will give them meaningful activity, increase their
marketability for employment at release, and provide a product or service that may be used or needed by
the prison system, other state agencies or governmental entities, or by firms within the private sector.
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Penal industries are found within state and federal correctional institutions across the
United States as opportunities for inmates to acquire job-related skills that will give them
meaningful activity, increase their marketability for employment at release, and provide
a product or service that may be used or needed by the prison system, other state
agencies or governmental entities, or by firms within the private sector. CIIC rates the
OPI shop and operations as EXCEPTIONAL.


PCI OPI shops include a print shop and a meat cutting shop. Together, the
shops employ a very high number of inmates, which is exemplary.
The OPI print shop currently employs 58 inmates with 20 on the waitlist and has
two apprenticeship programs operating.
The OPI meat cutting shop currently employs 85 inmates, with 120 on the
waitlist, and engaged are 37 inmates in the 6000 hour apprenticeship program.
The OPI meat is currently doing a pilot project for a robotic beef splitter which is
operated by computers and cameras. This robotic beef splitter is the only one
operational in the world.
The OPI shop manager for the print shop displayed all the items that the OPI
print shop is currently able to produce to include: trophies, plaques, book binding,
engraving, calendar books, calendars, and designing.
A best practice was found in the OPI print shop in which the OPI print shop
saved the institution money by repairing a book that had been damaged during a
shakedown through the book binding process.
The OPI meat shop has seven meat smokers available that are currently
underutilized.








REHABILITATION AND REENTRY RECOMMENDATIONS


Consider ways to improve inmates’ understanding of programs that would be
beneficial to take.



Suggest developing a better communication system to get program
information to inmates.



Ensure enrollment and completions are tracked for reentry-certified unit
programs.



Consider ways to decrease the number of inmates on the waitlist for academic
programming.



Recommend developing a system to keeping the GED testing computers
operational.



Suggest reviewing a need for more Lexis Nexus computers in the library.
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VI.

FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY

CIIC EXPECTATION: Prisons will responsibly utilize taxpayer funds and
implement cost savings initiatives where possible.
A. FISCAL WELLNESS
CIIC’s evaluation of fiscal wellness includes a document review of the institution budget
status report, fiscal audits and an interview of staff regarding the implementation of cost
saving initiatives, both those required by policy and those independently developed by
staff. CIIC rates fiscal wellness as GOOD.
Budget Overview


According to their FY 2016 budget overview, PCI used 98.9 percent of their
allocated budget.166l Institutional operations payroll accounted for 57.3 percent of
their expenses, followed by utilities (6.1 percent) and medical supplies (4.7
percent).li In FY 2015, PCI had an allocated budget of $44,444,065.

Chart 4
DRC Institutional Budget Allocations by Security Classificationlii
FY 2015
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Based on the PCI Budget Overview, PCI spent $43,640,634.45 of their allocated budget and had an
encumbrance of $473,472. PCI had $2,971.73 of an available remaining budget balance.
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Chart 5
Daily Cost per Inmate by Security Classificationliii
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Fiscal Audits



In their most recent internal audit, PCI was compliant in eight of their nine
applicable mandatory standards for an overall score of 100.0 percent.liv
In their most recent external fiscal audit, the External Auditor found three
inaccuracies related to the commissary account, balance sheets, and the
industrial and entertainment fund. Each of the concerns were addressed by
PCI.167lv

Overtime Management



In FY 2016, PCI paid $1,959,615.67 in total staff overtime costs, which was a
27.9 percent decrease from FY 2015.168lvi
In FY 2016, PCI paid $878,157.42 in correctional officer overtime costs, which
was a 44.8 percent decrease from their 2015 correctional officer overtime
costs.169lvii

Inmate Property Loss Reimbursement

167

The most recent fiscal audit was conducted September 15, 2014 through November 5, 2014. All funds
were reviewed from July 1, 2013 through August 31, 2014. According to the findings of the audit, the
commissary did not properly clear a group sales invoice in August 2014. The Audit also found that the
balance sheet had negative cash on hand on August 31, 2014. Additionally, cash sales were not
submitted to the Cashier’s office in a timely manner.
168 In FY 2015, PCI paid $2,718,424.33 in total staff overtime.
169 In FY 2015, PCI paid $1,589,908.35 in correctional officer overtime.
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In CY 2015, PCI paid $1,210.23 in property loss payouts which was an 11.7
decrease from the $1,370.64 paid in CY 2014.lviii
Cost Avoidance


Cost avoidance initiatives can be found in the environmental sustainability
section.

Infrastructure


The following capital improvement requests were submitted for FY 2017-22:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Sanitary sewer phase 2
Generator room ventilation
Windows, roofs, gutter, doors, and tuck pointing
Paving
Fluted column water tower rehabilitation
Brine tank repair
Elevator renovation A & B dorms
Replace hardware on water valves
MPB-recreation exhaust fan
Laundry washer replacement

$4,710,000
$3,000,001
$1,323,982
$1,110,000
$743,892
$353,750
$600,000
$283,800
$142,331
$46,000
$12,313,756

B. ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
CIIC’s evaluation of environmental sustainability includes a document review of the
utility bills and an interview of staff regarding the implementation of cost saving
initiatives, both those required by policy and those independently developed by staff.
CIIC rates environmental sustainability as GOOD.
Utility Conservation170





170

Overall, PCI significantly reduced their total utility costs by $136,802 (8.8
percent) in FY 2016. The most significant decrease was regarding their natural
gas costs which decreased by 40.4 percent. Their electrical costs also had a
slight decrease of less than one percent.lix
PCI decreased the use of two of their utilities. Natural gas usage was the largest
reduction with 19.6 percent followed by electrical usage with a 4.3 percent
decrease. The water usage slightly increased by less than one percent.lx
The FY 2015-16 utility consumption and costs comparisons are illustrated in the
following chart:

The DRC established a goal for each institution to reduce its annual utility costs by five percent.
Natural gas, water and electricity are the primary utilities targeted for reduction of use.
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Energy
Type

FY
2015

FY
2016

Percentage of
Change

Water171
(gal)

170,671,100 gal

172,161,395 gal

0.9%

N/A

N/A

N/A

Natural Gas
(ccf)

534,804 ccf

430,085 ccf

-19.6%

$309,873

$184,575

-40.4%

Electric
(kwh)

16,392,214 kwh

15,691,289 kwh

-4.3%

$1,241,295

$1,229,791

-0.9%

Total Costs

$1,551,168

$1,414,366

-8.8%

Recycling


In FY 2016, PCI recycling projects resulted in $9,285.57 of revenue which was a
65.3 percent decrease FY 2015.172lxi The FY 2015 recycling revenue rate173 for
PCI was $12.76 per inmate which was less than other Level 1 and 2 facilities.174

Chart 7
Recycling Revenue Rates (per inmate)
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According to staff, PCI produces its own water and waste water at the institution’s water treatment
plant. PCI also supplies the water for the village of Orient and Pickaway County which includes supplying
water and waste water for the Correctional Reception Center.
172 According to their FY 2015 Sustainability Audit, PCI reported $26,746.31 in recycling revenue.
173 The recycling revenue rate is calculated for each institution by dividing the recycling revenue by the
average institution population for the year. Dollar amounts are documented in whole numbers.
174 The PCI recycling revenue rate is based on their FY 2015 revenue of $26,746 divided by their 2015
average population of 2,090. The recycling revenue was reported in their 2016 Sustainability Audit and
their average population was reported by the DRC Operation Support Center.
171
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Sustainability Audit


PCI conducted a sustainability audit which outlined additional energy
conservation and waste reduction initiatives from FY 2016.175lxii

Sustainability Cost Avoidance


The following cost savings provided PCI are based on initiatives that were
implemented during FY 2016:
o Reduced disposal costs

$12,592

Sustainability Programs




In CY 2015, eight of the 40 (97.6 percent) inmates that participated in the PCI
Roots of Success program successfully graduated. On the day of the inspection,
there were 25 inmates enrolled in program. The PCI sustainability programs are
illustrated below:
Program
Name

Graduates

Participants

Graduation
Rate

Roots of Success

8

40

20.0%

In addition to the sustainability programs, PCI has a total of 13 inmate reclaimers that can earn $18 to $24 per month. Some re-claimers are eligible for
incentive pay based on their job classification.176
C. STAFF MANAGEMENT

CIIC’s evaluation of staff management includes a data review and staff interviews
regarding overtime management, turnover ratio, morale, training, and evaluations. CIIC
rates staff management as GOOD.
Workplace Environment
CIIC interviewed 14 correctional officers who provided the following insight regarding
the PCI workplace environment:lxiii

175

The sustainability audit found the following: Reduced hazardous chemical inventory; replaced existing
lighting when possible with LED lighting; train a larger number of inmates through the Roots of Success
program; waste hauling costs increased because PCI had a renovation project involving the inmate dining
room; Styrofoam was used to serve meals during that time; the vessel composter cannot handle all the
food waste from both PCI and CRC; The PCI Environmental Sustainability Committee will develop a
comprehensive recycling plan for cardboard, plastics, metal, and office paper.
176 Re-claimer 7’s are eligible for incentive pay up to their state pay amount.
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Nearly all the officers believe the institution is well-run. Officers believe that the
administration tries to make decisions that are in the best interest of the officers.
Officers also believe the institution is well-run because of the experience of staff
and their ability to respond quickly to incidents when they occur.
Each of the officers interviewed feel supported by their immediate supervisor in
regard to addressing any issues and concerns at the institution.
Each of the officers also feel supported by their administration.
Additionally, most officers believe that staff get along and work well together.
The majority of officers rated morale as “average.” Most officers stated that
morale is based on believe it is hard to have high morale in a prison environment.
Officers relayed that the average rating depends on their perception of the
facility. Some officers enjoy coming to work every day while other officers believe
it is hard to have high morale in a prison environment.

CIIC received a total of 71 survey responses from PCI Correctional Officers. The overall
survey results were positive with only a few areas that could be improved. lxiv
PCI correctional officer survey results:177

177

Results are ranked in order most positive response.
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Positive Response

Negative Response

Required to work an excessive amount of overtime

91.5

I know what supervisor expects of me

82.6

My supervisor is available when needed

82.6

Annual performance rating was fair and accurate

79.4

Considering everything, I am satisfied with my job

77.1

I have the training I need to do my job well

76.1

I frequently think about quitting my job

74.3

I am adequately informed when I come on shift

73.2

I have confidence in my supervisor(s)

68.1

Supervisor provides good feedback

67.6

I trust my coworker to have my back

65.2

Overall, this facility runs well

61.4

A good opinion of this facility most of the time

61.4

Most staff get along well at this facility

59.4

This facility runs better now than it did a year ago

58.8

The people I work with are competent

57.1

Inconsistent requests from multiple supervisors

55.7

I have confidence in this facility's admininistration

55.1

Post orders are consistently followed

51.4

This facility's administration is open to my input

50.0

Employee discipline is consistent here

51.4
56.3

Staff morale in this facility is good
I feel like officers are appreciated at this facility

61.5

Supervisors show favoritism

65.7

The right people receive promotions at this facility

69.1
0%

50%

A review of the two open-ended survey questions found that more officers responded to
more officers responded to the “one change that you would make” (44 responses)
question compared to the “one positive aspect “(38 responses).178lxv

178

Some of the changes that correctional officers would make include adding more staff accountability, a
perception of favoritism, more consistency (regarding leadership and communication), administration and
some changes made by the administration, allowing TPU inmates to go to chow during count, the need
for additional training, and the process for promoting staff. Some of the positive aspects of PCI relayed by
correctional officers were their new Warden and administration, the Captain and other supervisors,
working as a team, good pay check, and the ability to get along with co-workers.

100%
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CIIC received 13 survey responses from PCI Supervisors which only represents a small
sample size of their supervisors. Overall, the supervisor survey responses were
positive.
PCI supervisor survey results:
Postive Response

Negative Response

I have the training I need to do my job well

92.3

My subordinates follow my direction

88.3

Overall, this facility runs well

84.6

The right people receive promotions at this facility

69.2

This facility's administration is open to my input

69.2

I have confidence in this facility's administration

69.2

Staff morale in this facility is good

61.5

I feel appreciated at this facility

61.5

The people I work with are competent

61.5

Information is communicated well between staff

53.8

I frequently think about changing jobs or leaving

53.8

Favoritism of employees is a problem at this facility

61.5

Employee discipline is consistent here

69.2
0%

50%

Supervisors were given four open-ended survey questions to provide additional
feedback related to their institution and managing their staff.179
179

The four open-ended questions were regarding one positive aspect of PCI, one change that needs to
be made at PCI, additional resources needed to manage staff, and any additional comments. The positive
aspects of PCI were learning a lot while at PCI; change in the administration; morale; and motivated staff.
One change that staff would make would be to treat people fairly, better interaction with some staff, and

100%
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Evaluations


In CY 2015, PCI staff completed 100 percent of their performance
evaluations.lxvilxvii

Training180


The FY 2016 PCI mandated training completion rates consisted of the
following:lxviii
o
o
o
o
o

CPR/First-Aid
Defense Tactics:
Firearms Training:
In-Service Training:
Oleoresin Capsicum (OC) Spray:

100.0 percent181
100.0 percent182
100.0 percent183
100.0 percent184
100.0 percent185

Turnover Ratio


In FY 2016, PCI had a 7.5 percent186 total staff turnover ratio, which was a
decrease from FY 2015.187lxix The FY 2016 correctional officer turnover ratio was
15.4 percent.188 Staff relayed that a large number of officers retired within the last
year.

Vacancies


On the day of the inspection, PCI reported 40 total vacancies which is slightly
less than the number of reported vacancies from the 2014 inspection. 189 Most of

the need for the administrative staff to seek more input form supervisors. Additional resources needed to
better manage staff would be better communication, flexibility, and more effective training courses.
180 DRC required 40 hours of in-service training for custody staff (all non-clerical/support designated staff)
and 16 hours in-service training for non-custody (clerical/support staff). According to DRC policy, 39-TRN02 (“In-Service Training”), the prisons are mandated by the CTA to ensure custody staff receives annual
re-certification training on the following topics: firearms, unarmed self-defense, CPR/First Aid, and inservice training. Institutions are only mandated to take CPR every other year. These topics are derived
from Administrative Regulations, Legislative/Judicial Requirements, ACA Standards, DRC policies, and/or
other Department Training Advisory Council recommendations. The goal of each institution is for all
required staff to complete 100 percent of their required training by the end of each fiscal year.
181 All 45 staff successfully completed their training.
182 All 475 staff successfully completed their training.
183 All 295 staff successfully completed their training.
184 All 475 staff successfully completed their training.
185 All 273 staff successfully completed their required training.
186 According to the data provided by staff, PCI had an 8.0 percent turnover ratio for FY 2016 which has
been rounded up from 7.5 percent by PCI staff.
187 In 2015, PCI had an 8.0 percent turnover ratio.
188 According to the data provided by staff, PCI had a 16.0 percent turnover ratio for FY 2016 which has
been rounded up from 15.4 percent by PCI staff.
189 During the 2014 inspection, PCI reported 44.5 vacancies.
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the vacancies were for medical positions.190 Only four of the vacancies were for
correctional officer positions, which is considerably less than the 2014 inspection.
191lxx

Recruiting and Retention Initiatives


PCI is working with the DRC Operational Support Center to develop recruiting
and retention initiatives.lxxi

FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY RECOMMENDATIONS

190



Ensure all fiscal standards are met.



Consider additional cost savings strategies.



Consider initiatives to increase the recycling revenue for FY 2017.



Consider initiatives to increase the number of graduates and the graduation
rate for the Roots of Success program.



Consider speaking with officers regarding morale, inconsistent employee
discipline, and their perception of favoritism.



Consider developing additional recruiting and retention strategies.

According to their August 16 vacancy list, there were a total of 25 medical related vacancies for the
following positions: Nurse1, Nurse Practitioner, and Licensed Nurse Practitioners.
191 During the 2014 inspection, PCI reported 20 correctional officer positions.
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VII.

APPENDIX

A. INMATE SURVEY
A voluntary, confidential and anonymous survey of a representative sample of the
prisoner population was carried out during this inspection on August 16, 2016.
The survey was administered using a systematic sampling method of inmates stratified
by housing unit. A sample was selected from 2070, the institutional population. The
sample size was chosen so we would have a five percent margin of error.
At the beginning of the inspection, institutional staff provided a printout of inmates by
housing unit to CIIC staff. CIIC staff selected every fifth inmate on each housing list
printout. CIIC staff attempted to speak to each selected inmate in their respective
housing unit. Staff explained the purpose of the survey, providing each inmate with the
survey and an empty envelope. Inmates were directed not to write their name or
number on the survey or envelope. After completion, inmates were instructed to place
the survey in the envelope and place it in manila envelope provided by CIIC staff on the
corrections officer’s desk. CIIC staff conducted sweeps of each housing unit in the
afternoon to pick up the surveys from the housing unit officers. Additionally, inmates had
the opportunity to return the surveys by mail, at the expense of the inmate.
In the sample, 382 surveys were given out, 6 blank surveys and 283 completed surveys
were returned. The number of completed surveys represents 14.0 percentage of the
population.
The questions are replicated on the following pages. Counts are represented in
questions 1 thru 41 with demographics noted in questions 44 thru question 48.
Questions 42 and 43 are open-ended questions and are typed out at the end of the
report. With the number of returned surveys, we are 95 percent confident that the
proportion of the population who agree with the closed-ended statements, is the number
given plus or minus the margin of error of six percent
The results from the survey form part of the evidence base for our inspection.
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PCI Open Ended Responses (Positive Aspect, One Change)
What is one positive aspect of this prison?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

There is a lot of pro-social activities but hard to engage in them with how they
pick people.
?
Most of the staff are respectful.
Outside rec yard.
I’m sorry but I can’t find nothing positive about prison! Maybe dialysis keeps me
alive for my grand babies!
–
There’s actually a hospital here.
Better my life.
None
Access to yard. Commissary delivered to disabled.
Relaxed atmosphere couple with attitudes of some guards and some white shirts.
Air conditioning.
It is a lot better than Richland.
None
–
–
–
–
You can stay high.
We respect everyone.
–
–
Programs.
–
A lot of programs.
Recreation.
Nothing the white shirts and above are very disrespectful and arrogant. They are
also racist. Majority of COs are racist too.
It makes you don’t want to come back in it cleans you up only if you want to get
yourself together.
You have a place to sleep.
Church.
–
It seems laid back.
Open yard privilege.
Close to home.
Lack of extreme violence (stabbings, deaths, etc.) and general lack of organized
gang activity.
N/A
Some staff.
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38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.

–
We have wall lockers and footlockers and the mattresses are newer and thicker.
It is close to my home.
Recreation activities.
I’m sober.
It’s not as violent as other prisons.
The CDL program but that’s slowly falling too, that’s about it and that’s sad.
You can go to college and learn a skill.
–
Good programming.
Folks don’t bother you if you mind your own business and don’t get or be
involved in stuff that could be a problem.
There is none for me, but for others I will say cause you can smoke and the COs
don’t care.
N/A
It was able to take me out of the environment that I was in and help me become
more clear headed.
Sinclair Community College.
Reentry programming.
The running track and having Ms. Dean on staff.
–
None.
Staying to myself.
Programming.
Sinclair college.
Able to workout frequently.
Yard time.
The inconsistency prepares me for a plethora of various chaotic situations upon
release, with a decent training in how to respond calmly and peacefully.
–
I like all the activities that they have.
–
Good jobs for those who want to work.
–
The gym and library.
Recovery Service building/one stop.
Safety of an inmate.
Easy to do time at, as long as you stay out of the way. Close to home for me.
–
Recreation puts forth a great deal of effort to provide opportunities likes and
desires.
–
You can do damn near anything you want.
Free care. Food, bed.
Rec.
None
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79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.

Reintegration programs. A.DE. I am Responsible Reflections.
I’m alive and I can sleep at night.
You get to work out and the day ???
The rec.
You have a tv.
Get to work and stay busy. Dog program.
–
There isn’t “one”.
–
Reintegration “Programs”
Only prison I’ve ever been to. My first #.
–
There is none.
Go home.
–
Clean.
N/A
It’s not full of violence.
–
Yard time is better than most prisons.
–
–
–
–
Nothing is positive about this prison.
Haven’t found one.
No comment.
I’ll be released soon.
–
–
Close to Columbus.
–
Hell if I know.
There aint none.
You can go outside.
Programs, schooling.
Pretty safe.
None.
Good music program. Good rec/exercise equipment.
Good abundance of good quality narcotic drugs, tobacco and organized crime
activity with staff.
Nothing.
This prison has a lot to offer such as programs and schooling.
Seeing so many people go home, gives me hope that one day…
Drugs
Cable T.V. and some supportive c/o’s and staff members.
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124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.

Fraizer Health Center.
Don’t know!
N/A
N/A
–
Sinclair college
Easy to do time here. Just mind your own business.
Can’t really comment on this.
–
Healthcare
B2 is clean.
–
Freedom
–
I don’t know.
Open yard.
They have two gardens for the homeless shelters/and the mpcc.
N/A
It’s not violent.
It’s not violent.
It’s semiclose to home so that I can see my mom and son.
Programs.
–
I have an out date. LOL.
–
(Nothing)
–
Close to my children and grandchildren.
Do not know.
None.
I want to go to FMC.
It’s laidback and non-violent easy to do time here.
–
That they make sure you got what you need, the care minimum.
It has a lot of positive programs.
N/A
Sinclair College
–
Commissary.
Freedom.
None.
Won’t get hit by car.
N/A.
Makes you think about your life.
It is safe.
–
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170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.

178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
208.
209.

Small.
Not much violence.
Don’t care.
Recreations.
Treatment.
School.
Nothing.
Honestly speaking, I don’t think there are any. This is the worst camp I been to.
It’s run like a level 3. No respect from c/o’s. They want to write tickets and
shakedown all day, and harass inmates about petty stuff, such as too much time
on the phone.
Yard is open all day.
Recovery is available; walk –in, TRP/IOP programs; Mrs. Woods & Mr.
Henderson are great counselors.
Programs.
Ms. Baker & Mr. Barno – they are the only good thing about this place. They
listen and do everything to help in mostly all situations.
I see it as a calm prison. I have never been in a different one.
Beds.
It’s not hard to stay out of problems if you try to mind your own business and pay
attention to the rules and be polite.
Cable.
I’m not on the streets and I’m out of the way.
It is a low level offender camp. Mainly level 1 & 2.
Being close to home.
None
–
–
None!
Shoes and clothes.
Good library.
None.
–
All the doors lock.
I don’t know any.
–
–
No controlled movements; freedom.
–
There are drugs for all the junkies here. Sorry, but there’s no good aspect.
Nothing
None
None
–
Time goes by quickly.
None.
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210.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220.
221.
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.
227.
228.
229.
230.
231.
232.

233.
234.
235.
236.
237.
238.
239.
240.
241.
242.
243.
244.
245.
246.
247.
248.
249.
250.
251.

I can’t think of one.
Programs
It’s more of a prison that’s more lenient than others.
I am here.
Can’t think of one.
None.
OPI
Programs are available if you want them; college.
This type of setting accomplishes one of two things; stand as a man alone and
grow or conform to this life and leave worse mentally.
That’s a good question and is hard to answer.
Recovery services.
Resources available upon release.
I get to leave one day.
You can find any drug you want; and you can work-out a lot.
–
Smoking like you like it.
–
–
None
N/A.
The cable.
It’s comfortable here. Except they’re so petty and little things.
I know enough about inmate’s rights now. I can address them when I’m released.
And I have PCI to thank for me having to learn them to try to stop the rogue,
corrupt, vindication, retaliation of 95% of staff here.
It’s close to home.
Getting out one day.
Cable TV.
Some of the programs but when you got life, it’ hard to attend them. They always
use my time against me.
It is laid back.
Race balance.
Easy access to tobacco.
Recreation.
The programs.
It’s open yard and open chow.
OPI
Lots of opportunities to learn a trade; i.e. OPI.
–
Programs
Wardens are visible and approachable.
Recovery services, chronic care services.
The programs and educational opportunities.
Nothing.
–
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252.
253.
254.
255.
256.
257.
258.
259.
260.
261.
262.
263.
264.
265.
266.
267.
268.
269.
270.
271.
272.
273.
274.
275.
276.
277.
278.
279.
280.
281.
282.
283.

If you’re lucky enough to get picked off a list for a program, you can get help.
Same for school.
–
The Oasis Program I’m in. I believe in this program and feel that if I put in hard
work, it will pay off.
–
Non-violent.
It’s laid back.
My regular dorm officers are good people.
The drug programs.
–
Oasis.
Oasis.
Not bad for prison.
Recovery programs.
Little violence.
Programs.
N/A.
Many good faith based programs are available.
Very few event, fights, etc.
–
Laid back camp.
Oasis program.
That there are staff here that want to help and that staff should have better care
and concern.
There are great recovery programs available.
Nice yard.
My positive would be Oasis.
Oasis.
Recovery services.
It’s laid back people...
Small
–
It’s a self-rehabilitation prison. If you want it, do it yourself.
–

What is the one change you would most like to see here?
1.
2.
3.

Easier to get into recovery services. They go by out-date but don’t consider if
your going for Judicial Release.
Let me out.
Mental health needs to hold their people accountable. Their not taking meds
which leads to fights. E-cig would avoid some of the problems. A/C would help on
the fighting. Have a faith dorm and a non-smoking dorm.
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

36.
37.
38.
39.

40.
41.
42.

Food
Listen to us. We know our bodies.
–
–
Zero
Staff to treat us as humans!
Food/Aramark.
Protection of property by guards/staff when inmate is packed up. Laundry sheet
that is itemized with what you have. Was a duplicate given to staff. See that staff
do their job.
Medical staff.
Better Doctor’s care.
Better staff.
–
Nurses need to help inmates more as well as the Doctors.
New buildings.
–
More programs.
CO’s lie all the time.
I would like to see more staff held accountable for infractions.
–
Professional CO’s.
–
Easier to get into programs.
New building being built to stop flooding in C1 and D1 units.
Send some of the white shirts and COs to Level 3, 4, and 5 Level institutions.
Bed space there’s not enough room there should be more personal space.
Staff start doing their jobs right.
Respect.
More space, cleaner.
–
Positive employees/correctional officers.
Racial profiling.
Consistency. Individual dorm officers, shift supervisors, yard officers change
rules, procedures, and application of rules daily and from shift to shift. At least
50 examples could be named.
Violent people need to be with violent people.
Some staff.
Housing conditions A/C in all units.
The rotation of unit-staff every six months, and the rotation of administrative staff
(big and small) every two years. Also ventilation is poor in A1 and A2, excessive
heat in summer. Inmate died from heat related issue in A1.
Air conditioning A1 people wouldn’t be so hot. Everyone would be safer staff and
inmates.
Better food and food service.
More positive staff attitude and respect towards inmates.
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43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.

A1 the honor dorm be ran the same as at Noble. Other than count time, phones
kiosk dayroom open 24/7.
Bring cigarettes back.
The lifting of having a escape keeps you from working at the meat plant.
More activities for rec. yard.
Removal of tobacco.
Better information regarding parole/parole procedures and news/information
regarding re-integration outside of this catchment area.
That chow line when they call all the units at one time to eat and don’t call last
call and then tell people they can’t eat.
N/A
How hot it is in the dorms in the summer.
Like I said I would like to see people who only have one number being given a
change to get a break, get back to their family and make a better way for
themselves.
Cubicles in the reintegration dorm.
I would like to have music instruments at my rack.
–
The food and the correctional staff.
More rec. hours.
Reintegration unit being used correctly.
Program availability for people with later out dates. Signed up for many
programs, but denied access due to out date.
Better food.
We need actual vocational training here not these garbage college courses. I
wouldn’t take them just to get good days.
Music instruments available to eligible inmates in housing units.
–
To fix the air conditioner.
–
More phones!
–
Stop the disrespect from staff to inmate.
From 8 a.m. until 3 p.m. programming.
N/A
More yard, less inmates, more workout stuff on yard. This prison wastes money.
–
Officers stop congregating together in small groups constantly leaving important
areas not patrolled or secured.
–
Chow lines taking forever.
A new dorm. This place is over 100 years old.
More phones to stop violence.
I don’t know.
The food could be better. This is supposed to be a level 1 prison. It is often run
like a level 3.
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80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.

Staff.
Food.
Playing other prions in sports.
Healthcare and food and air in dorms.
The food please.
I would like to see staff be more respectful.
Close it
–
More phone access for ???
My out date.
–
Close down facility.
–
A change in food menu.
Food.
Programs and good days.
Better health care.
More games, more pictures as well.
Inspector removed from position because of numerous reasons.
–
–
–
Food staff.
Stop the racism in White correctional officers
Decrease the inmate population. Too crowded.
–
–
Change unit staff
–
New Staff
–
Staff have respect for inmates
My release
Staff, their petty most are not all
For staff to actually enforce the no smoking rule
Seconds
Unit staff to be helpful and actually care about things we need…ie: legal/warrant
info
About 2/3 of staff replaced with those of an IQ above 100 and no living in a trailer
park. Some fair-minded Democrats wouldn’t hurt either.
–
The food in D unit on Rainy days. The rats run around like cats. The asbestos in
the pipes on the ceiling…Destruction of D Unit
Screens in Windows
Drugs
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123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.

Stop sending people here for the must-fake reintegration program
People with any kind of disability need to be in the A/C
More relevant programs
–
–
–
DRC Liaison appointed to staff to be the go-between for inmate/staff conflcits
The warden has made good strides already
More for older men to do
–
More guards in mess hall
Better rec programs & movies
–
Food
–
My learning
Bay Days. CTA Shakedowns
Staff. They bully/intimidate and threaten guys. Most importantly, attitude
adjustmetns
–
Food
Food
Make it easier tog et help for things like visits…etc. Consider the inmate’s needs
Everything. Food
–
The way staff talk to inmates staff abusing power
–
More programs
More respect, active warden, air conditioning
All new staff from case works [on] up
Being fair to inmates
Staff not lying on inmates to lock them up
Visit to be open for anyone on weekends
It floods real bad property getting damaged, it needs to be fixed
–
New buildings, less flooding in old buildings, and more outside programs.
For PCI to be able to put up a handball wall for the use of better health and
recreational purposes
Better communication
–
–
Easy access to programs
More activities
[Illegible]
Staff/case managers
–
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167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
208.

All level 1’s
Staff show more respect
The food
Chow line to move faster
Dividers between c2 toilets
–
Better Dorms, air conditioning
We need dividers in restroom 3 Bay C-2 unit
–
–
New C/o’s with some respect (Whole new staff change). Programs. Better
Privileges. Phone stay on later than 10:30 on weekends. Less harassment
Better living conditions, more programs or access to programs.
40+ dorms, bottom racks
A/C
Remove beds from middle of bay, it is too crowded.
More meats on the shopping list. And more cereals
More activities/things to do
–
Better ways to get prepared for getting out
Staff treat me like I’m human and stop talking to me like I’m an animal
Adequate housing procedures – aka – beds that are not broken. Newer/updated
equipment
The stations tv. More things to do. Start running the camp like a real level 1-2
More opportunities
–
–
More phone’s. Closer monitoring of them
Food changes. Yard activities
C/O’s
C/O stop [expletive]-ing with people
Equal treatment for all people
More work programs and A block for 40 and over inmates only
More programming, more rehabilitation
People are punished as a group when there is usually only 1 or 2 people who did
something wrong. So why is the whole dorm being punished?
You gotta get more fair co’s
Able to attend more programs/or add more. Need a lot more activity /class
choices. Should be able to attend or join when you want regardless of out-date.
–
Rehabilitate inmates for a second chance in life
Old buildings torn and new ones built
Better security
Staff communications with prisoners needs to be improved
Old building torn down, new ones built
The flooding in D1 bay
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209.
210.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220.
221.
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.
227.
228.
229.
230.
231.
232.

233.
234.

235.
236.
237.
238.
239.
240.
241.
242.
243.
244.

Illegible
More recreation things to do
Way I carry myself
A more of professional unit. There’s no professional at all, they say we don’t have
time
Legal outside help
Call one block at a time to meals
More phones
A lot of hate crimes
Better housing conditions
I would like to see more opportunities to educate yourself. The resources we do
have are extremely limited. The library is a joke.
Medical inmates having more opportunities.
Medical personnel
Living conditions
The way inmates and officer’s treat each other. And drugs taken out. Condition of
living.
The staff actually doing their job in a professional manner and for them to stop
abusing their position
Unit Sg.t D-2 needs to be replaced!
More food to eat at chowtime!
Racist issues between staff and inmates
The staff/administration has no respect for inmates
Everythign
–
More recreational options
–
Disciplinary actions against staff who fail to follow the performance track
disciplinary grid effective May 1, 2016 and administrative regulations as well.
Because there is no disciplinary for any staff like deputy warden Shoop stated
now. Don’t go by the AR because we don’t
Harrasment by staff stopped
Proper PC hearings & investigations according to AR’s and staff to follow AR’s
and all units have books for inmates. And for ODRC & PCI to stop violations of
PREA Rules. We need shower curtains, toilet partitions in TPU & SMHU
Cracking down on gangs
That people with life be able to attend college and programs like everybody else
Staff who solve problems rather than referring you to someone who refers you to
someone who refers you to someone etc.
C & D units done away with
–
Unit managers doing more for inmates
Food
Stop all the drugs and paid hits
Better housing
Improvements to housing area units D1 & C1 – are old, wet, and unsafe
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245.

246.
247.
248.
249.

250.
251.
252.
253.
254.
255.
256.
257.
258.
259.
260.
261.
262.
263.
264.
265.
266.
267.
268.
269.
270.
271.
272.
273.
274.
275.
276.

277.
278.

I am here on nexist and im being punished for a staff working here. I’m in the
hole, cant get commissary or visits. There should be something done for inmates
that are in the hole for NEXIST
More opportunities for experience in work force
I would like to see tobacco brought back. I believe that will stop a lot of violence
and trade.
–
When CO’s and unit staff lie on inmates through conduct reports/incident reports
the administration and Rules Infraction Board backs the staff member even if
evidence shows the inmate has been lied on by staff
Medical weed
A handball wall, better programs, kill the bird!
More openings for programs so people can get help when they need it not when
someone else looks at an out date and says they need it
Get rid of the gangs
Clean it up, meaning there is every kind of drug that you can think of in here
Dividers in the restroom, bigger yard, faster chow and no cutting in chow line, if
mental health wouldn’t lie about records on the outside
Better commissary
Less inmates, too crowded
Stop people from cutting and doubling up in the chow line
Drug Fre
–
Better CO’s
Security Level
Faster service on visits to be approved
A/C
Better food service
Bathrooms
Gang affiliation gone
Everyone treated the same, no special treatment for inmates because of race or
religious affiliation
Restroom privacy
–
More activities to keep us busy
Access and # of people who can, and how they can send $
More fans in C-2 Unit, windows replaced, let us get more chemicals a day!
The chow hall run faster and more efficiently
Horseshoe pits
No cutting in the chow lines, the co’s quite being scared of the inmates. Mr Davis
was the only one that wouldn’t let that happen so the Oasis people have to be
late for programming because of it. Air conditioners put in the very dorm! Walls
put up between the toilets.
Having to use the bathroom in front of someone without any kind of barrier
If the C/O would respect as we respect them and the phones work and the chow
hall be more organized. They stop being rude
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279.
280.
281.
282.
283.

–
Better food don’t care for Aramark
The visits get called quicker so your people don’t have to wait so long for the
inmate
Everyone allowed to work, and get state pay for doing so
-
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B. OFFICER SURVEY
A survey was handed to every first shift officer seen by CIIC staff, as well as every
officer who reported to second shift roll call. Surveys were also given to third shift staff
by the shift supervisor.
CIIC received back 71 completed surveys, or 30.1 percent of the total officer population.
The following pages provide the raw data and the open-ended responses.
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PCI Staff Surveys 2016
What is one positive aspect of this facility?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

–
Recovery services.
Positivity
None
The new administration.
Good changes happened recently since we got a new Warden.
Less fights with inmates are here.
Plenty of people to go when advice is needed.
There is always room to grow and move forward in this administration.
CO appreciation week!!
–
Plant sale.
–
–
Improving
The Warden and his administration.
–
–
–
Supervisors are good.
Warden Bradley and his staff gets out and interacts with employees. He
addresses issues and offers solutions.
–
I feel that the supervisors have a great deal of knowledge when it comes to
corrections.
–
None
Good co-workers.
–
–
–
Co-workers
It pays my bills. Hartley does an awesome job and cares.
–
–
Working as a team. Good supervisor’s.
–
Meat Plant and Frazier Health Center.
Being able to call off all the time.
Minimal inmate-on-staff violence.
It is a state job.
–
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41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.

–
Paycheck
Supervisors are easy to talk to.
–
Good employer relations.
–
–
–
Always work.
–
–
–
I have been accepted well by my co-workers.
Programs
–
Good pay. Sergeant. Job.
I think it’s a great place to work.
–
Versatile
–
Room for advancement is available and offered here.
Improvements
–
–
Pick-a-post
–
–
Tuesday popcorn and my days off.
–
–
New Warden who values front line feedback.

What is one change that you would make?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

–
Support all programming.
Allow students access to chow before general population so they can make it to
class on time.
Change upper management/UMA/Shoop.
Some of the good ole’ boy network.
Roll call areas and some department locations.
Air in A-s! It is hot!
Stop open chow.
Everyone being open-minded about real problems.
Lower healthcare co-payments.
–
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.

Administrative changes needed.
–
More IPC skills training.
More consistency.
State Seniority.
–
–
–
Have the state crack down on FMLA.
None
Strengthening security weaknesses (i.e. camera coverage on staff shakedowns).
I would like an open log book from the Captain’s office to be online for CO
access.
–
None
Stop contraband.
–
–
–
No TPU/segregation in inmates housed in the infirmary.
Immature, unprofessional officers. Dirty staff.
Make Captain Hartley a Major.
–
–
–
Parking for staff, do away with marked parking.
Clear bags be permitted.
More pro-staff changes and less pro-inmate changes.
The hiring process.
Listening to the officers who held permanent positions.
–
At least a raise once in a while.
More unity.
–
Consistency
–
Better training for new hire’s.
–
Better training.
–
–
–
N/A
Promote competent staff instead of favoritism.
–
Stronger union.
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57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

71.

Pay scale.
Bid process. Vacation book. Payroll/Kronos.
–
–
Everyone (Administration, supervisors, staff) to be on the same page.
None
–
Captain Kent is no Captain.
Training
–
–
Restructure all of the administration and demote incompetent supervisors. Fire all
dirty staff.
–
1.) Not letting TPU inmates go to chow during count; 2.) better staffing in dorms
(two CO’s per dorm); and 3.) allowing 4th Shift to work 2nd Shift OT. BETTER
COMMUNICATION.
More staff. No contracting out of jobs.
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C. SUPERVISOR SURVEY
An online survey was also administered for the supervisors at the facility. Supervisors
were sent an e-mail with the survey link and given a week to complete it.
CIIC received back 13 completed surveys. The following pages provide the raw data
and the open-ended responses.
.
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Strongly
Agree–

–

Agree–

Somewhat
Agree–

Somewhat
Disagree–

Disagree– Strongly
Disagree–

Total
Respondents–

–
Overall, this facility
runs well.

0.00%
0

53.85%
7

30.77%
4

7.69%
1

7.69%
1

0.00%
0

13

–
I have the training I
need to do my job
well.

15.38%
2

61.54%
8

15.38%
2

7.69%
1

0.00%
0

0.00%
0

13

–
Necessary
information is
communicated well
between staff.

0.00%
0

23.08%
3

30.77%
4

23.08%
3

7.69%
1

15.38%
2

13

–
Staff morale in this
facility is good.

0.00%
0

23.08%
3

38.46%
5

7.69%
1

7.69%
1

23.08%
3

13

–
I feel appreciated at
this facility.

7.69%
1

15.38%
2

38.46%
5

7.69%
1

7.69%
1

23.08%
3

13

–
I frequently think
about changing jobs
or leaving
employment at this
facility.

7.69%
1

38.46%
5

7.69%
1

7.69%
1

7.69%
1

30.77%
4

13

–
The people I work with
are competent.

7.69%
1

38.46%
5

15.38%
2

23.08%
3

0.00%
0

15.38%
2

13

–
My subordinates
follow my direction.

15.38%
2

53.85%
7

23.08%
3

0.00%
0

7.69%
1

0.00%
0

13

–
Favoritism of
employees is a
problem at this
facility.

15.38%
2

7.69%
1

38.46%
5

23.08%
3

7.69%
1

7.69%
1

13

–
The right people
receive promotions at
this facility.

0.00%
0

15.38%
2

53.85%
7

23.08%
3

0.00%
0

7.69%
1

13

–
Employee discipline is
consistent here.

0.00%
0

23.08%
3

7.69%
1

46.15%
6

7.69%
1

15.38%
2

13

–
This facility's

7.69%
1

23.08%
3

38.46%
5

7.69%
1

7.69%
1

15.38%
2

13
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Strongly
Agree–

–

Agree–

Somewhat
Agree–

Somewhat
Disagree–

23.08%
3

7.69%
1

Disagree– Strongly
Disagree–

Total
Respondents–

administration is open
to my input.
–
I have confidence in
this facility's
administration.

7.69%
1

38.46%
5

7.69%
1

15.38%
2

What is one positive aspect of this facility?
1. I have learned a lot in my many positions hear at PCI.
2. There is none
3. Not sure any more.
4. Change over the last administration
5. ??????
6. Warden supports his executive staff.
7. The security level of the inmates. Not hard to work with.
8. MORALE
9. Can't think of one.
10. Staff are motivated

What is one change that you would most like to see at this facility?
1. When changes are being made in an area that you work in that you have input
before changes are being made.
2. Better interaction with night shift
3. All new Executive Staff- Major, UMC, DWO, BA3
4. no side bar decisions made between admin and subordinates
5. Getting rid of the cliques
6. The entry to the Multipurpose Building to be changed to the front of the building
not going past the smell and the ODR.
7. One change would be to have supervisors treat people fairly and with respect.
When you talk to supervisors, some captains and many other staff they talk and
treat you with no respect. They cannot even manage to get a complete sentence
spoken to you and slam down the phone, if they answer the phone at all. They
act like you are being a big problem in their day. People do not say please and
thank you. Just massive amounts of rudeness. Most people try to be a team here
but because of the rudeness they bring moral down. I feel, as well as other
people that I have talked to, we feel the same. One captain received employee of
the year. Most people thought it was a joke and couldn't believe he received
employee of the month because he speaks and treats people so rudely and is
constantly writing people up instead of educating. No one voted for him that I
spoke to. I am a supervisor and I try to explain and educate my reasons for doing
things. This does not happen here. Another staff member who is supervised by

13
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the Warden talks to everybody horribly. Most people are afraid to even ask her
questions about their computers. If you do get an answer it is very rude.
8. A space utilization study needs to be conducted. Contractors/volunteers have
prime space where employees have substandard program space. Staffing issues
need to be addressed. Some areas don't have enough positions on the
institutional Table of Organization to maintain the workload. Fewer staff bear the
burden of increased workload.
9. Administration seek more information about the facility from staff

What additional resources do you need to better manage your staff?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

All is well
Communication
Better communications with my supervisors
Flexibility
IT guides and opportunities for training in responsibilities
Support from my direct report
Kronos to be more user friendly
I don't know what can be done to change this place. The favoritism is out of
control here. You can't talk to anybody about any of the problems because you
have to be afraid of retaliation in one form or another.
9. Support staff - addition of an Admin Prof 1 to the department TO. - this will
improve communication and an intermediary to the line staff.
10. Training on topic's that pertain to the staff's jobs

Additional comments (anything that you want to add)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Stop taking state employees jobs and benefits.
Favoritism of employees has been improving but still needs work.
We keep changing wardens and there message is the same, they do not care
Not sure any more.
Things are better with the present Warden
Until the favoritism is address around here nothing will change. Also all you ever
hear about is losing your job. When you feel your job could be taken away from
you at anytime, how can you truly want to do a good job. Supervisors treat and
talk to people with disrespect. I have even had my supervisor give me a bad
review saying that I didn't train my staff properly after she made me employee of
the month for my ability to train my people. She did this because I had to have an
operation at a time that she didn't want me too. She had to have a supervisor
replace me for awhile and was upset about that. Then they keep adding more
and more job duties to our jobs You hardly have time to do your job right and
then they want to add more and more upon you. It is just getting out of control.
7. Due to open meals and open yard, inmates engaged in programming are either
late or do not arrive. No consideration is given to program providers, inmate
participants, or the attendance process for Earned Credit. Inmates and staff
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complaints are at a high, inmates drop programs due to conflicts with staff over
arrival time (attendance issues)
8. None
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D.

INSTITUTIONAL CHECKLISTS
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E. GLOSSARY OF TERMS



















A
Administrative Assistant (AA) – Staff member who is an assistant to the Warden and
typically responsible for reviewing RIB (Rules Infraction Board) decisions and RIB
appeals.
Adult Basic Education (ABE)/Literacy – Literacy classes are for student with reading
levels at 226 and below the CASAS. The ABE/Literacy Unit consist of two afternoon
sessions. Students attend school approximately 1 ½ hours each day on Monday –
Thursday. Students work individually or in small groups with tutors and focus on
improving their reading and math skills. All tutors in the ABE/Literacy Unit are
certified through a 10 hour training course.
B
Brunch – Served on weekends as a cost savings initiative.
Bureau of Classification – Office located at the DRC Operation Support Center
responsible with the ultimate authority for inmate security levels, placement at
institutions, as well as transfers.
Bureau of Medical Services – Office located at the DRC Operation Support Center
responsible for direct oversight of medical services at each institution.
Bureau of Mental Health Services – Office located at the DRC Operation Support
Center responsible for direct oversight of Mental Health Services at each institution.
C
Case Manager – Staff member responsible for assisting inmates assigned to their
case load and conducting designated core and authorized reentry programs.
Cellie/Bunkie – An inmate’s cellmate or roommate.
Chief Inspector – Staff member at the DRC Operation Support Center responsible
for administering all aspects of the grievance procedure for inmates, rendering
dispositions on inmate grievance appeals as well as grievances against the
Wardens and/or Inspectors of Institutional Services.
Classification/Security Level – System by which inmates are classified based on the
following: current age; seriousness of the crime; prior offenses; most recent
violence (not including the current offense); gang activity before going to prison; and
present and past escape attempts.
Close Security – See Level 3
Computer Voice Stress Analysis (CVSA) – A device, which electronically detects,
measures, and charts the stress in a person’s voice following a pre-formatted
questionnaire. Used as a truth seeking device for investigations.
Conduct Report/Ticket – Document issued to inmate for violating a rule.
Contraband – items possessed by an inmate which, by their nature, use, or intended
use, pose a threat to security or safety of inmates, staff or public, or disrupt the
orderly operation of the facility. items possessed by an inmate without permission
and the location in which these items are discovered is improper; or the quantities in
which an allowable item is possessed is prohibited; or the manner or method by
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which the item is obtained was improper; or an allowable item is possessed by an
inmate in an altered form or condition.
















D
Deputy Warden of Operations (DWO) – Staff member at each institution in charge of
monitoring the Major, custody staff, the Unit Management Administrator, Unit
Managers, Case Managers, and the locksmith. Other areas include count office,
mail/visiting, Rules Infraction Board, segregation unit, and recreation. The Deputy
Warden of Operations is also responsible for reviewing use of force reports and
referring them to a Use of Force Committee when necessary for further
investigation.
Deputy Warden of Special Services (DWSS) – Staff member at each institution in
charge of monitoring education, the library, inmate health services, recovery
services, mental health services, religious services, Ohio Penal Industries, and food
service.
Disciplinary Control (DC) – The status of an inmate who was found guilty by the
Rules Infraction Board and his or her penalty is to serve DC time. An inmate may
serve up to 15 days in DC.
F
Food Service Administrator – An employee within the Office of Administration
Services educated in food service management and preparation, to manage DRC
food service departments.
G
GED/PRE-GED – Pre-GED classes are for those who have a reading score between
a 227 through 239 on level C or higher of the CASAS test. GED classes are for
those who have a reading score of 240 on level C or higher on the CASAS test.
Students attend class 1 ½ hours each day, Monday – Thursday. Students study the
five subjects measured by the GED. In addition to class work, students are given a
homework assignment consisting of a list of vocabulary words to define and writing
prompt each week. All GED and Pre-GED tutors are certified through a 10-hour
training course.
General Population (GP) – Inmates not assigned to a specialized housing unit.
H
Health Care Administrator (HCA) – The health care authority responsible for the
administration of medical services within the institution. This registered nurse
assesses, directs, plans, coordinates, supervises, and evaluates all medical services
delivered at the institutional level. The HCA interfaces with health service providers
in the community and state to provide continuity of care.
Hearing Officer – The person(s) designated by the Managing Officer to conduct an
informal hearing with an inmate who received a conduct report.
Hooch – An alcoholic beverage.
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I
Industrial and Entertainment (I and E) Funds – Funds created and maintained for the
entertainment and welfare of the inmates.
Informal Complaint Resolution (ICR) – The first step of the Inmate Grievance
Procedure (IGP). Inmates submit ICRs to the supervisor of the staff member who is
the cause of the complaint. Staff members are to respond within seven calendar
days. Timeframe may be waived for good cause.
Inmate Grievance Procedure (IGP) – The inmate grievance procedure is a three
step administrative process, established in DRC Administrative Rule 5120-931. The grievance procedure allows for investigation and nonviolent resolution of
inmate concerns. The first step is an informal complaint resolution, which the inmate
submits to the supervisor of the staff person or department responsible for the
complaint. The second step is a notification of grievance, submitted to the
Inspector. The final step is an appeal of the Inspector’s disposition to the Chief
Inspector at the DRC Operation Support Center.
Inspector of Institutional Services (IIS) – Staff person at the institution in charge of
facilitating the inmate grievance procedure, investigating and responding to inmate
grievances, conducting regular inspections of institutional services, serving as a
liaison between the inmate population and institutional personnel, reviewing and
providing input on new or revised institutional policies, procedures and post orders,
providing training on the inmate grievance procedure and other relevant topics, and
any other duties as assigned by the Warden or Chief Inspector that does not conflict
with facilitating the inmate grievance procedure or responding to grievances.
Institutional Separation – An order wherein two or more inmates are not assigned to
general population in the same institution due to a concern for the safety and
security of the institution, staff, and/or other inmates.
Intensive Program Prison (IPP) – Refers to several ninety-day programs, for which
certain inmates are eligible, that are characterized by concentrated and rigorous
specialized treatment services. An inmate who successfully completes an IPP will
have his/her sentence reduced to the amount of time already served and will be
released on post-release supervision for an appropriate time period.
Interstate Compact – The agreement codified in ORC 5149.21 governing the
transfer and supervision of adult offenders under the administration of the National
Interstate Commission.
K
Kite – A written form of communication from an inmate to staff.
L
Local Control (LC) – The status of an inmate who was referred to the Local Control
Committee by the Rules Infraction Board. The committee will decide if the inmate
has demonstrated a chronic inability to adjust to the general population or if the
inmate's presence in the general population is likely to seriously disrupt the orderly
operation of the institution. A committee reviews the inmate's status every 30 days
for release consideration. The inmate may serve up to 180 days in LC.
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Local Separation – An order wherein two or more inmates are not permitted to be
assigned to the same living and/or work area, and are not permitted simultaneous
involvement in the same recreational or leisure time activities to ensure they are not
in close proximity with one another.
N
Notification of Grievance (NOG) – The second step of the Inmate Grievance
Procedure (IGP). The NOG is filed to the Inspector of Institutional Services and
must be responded to within 14 calendar days. Timeframe may be waived for good
cause.
M
Maximum Security – See Level 4
Medium Security – See Level 2
Mental Health Caseload – Consists of offenders with a mental health diagnosis who
receive treatment by mental health staff and are classified as C-1 (SMI) or C-2 (NonSMI).
Minimum Security – See Level 1
O
Ohio Central School System (OCSS) – The school district chartered by the Ohio
Department of Education to provide educational programming to inmates
incarcerated within the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction.
Ohio Penal Industries (OPI) – A subordinate department of the Department of
Rehabilitation and Correction. OPI manufactures goods and services for ODRC and
other state agencies.
P
Parent Institution – The institution where an inmate is assigned to after reception
and will be the main institution where the inmate serves his or her time. The parent
institution is subject to change due to transfers.
Protective Control (PC) – A placement for inmates whose personal safety would be
at risk in the General Population (GP).
R
Reentry Accountability Plan (RAP) – Plan for inmates, which includes the static risk
assessment, dynamic needs assessment, and program recommendations and
participation.
Residential Treatment Unit (RTU) – The Residential Treatment Unit is a secure,
treatment environment that has a structured clinical program. All offenders enter at
the Crisis and Assessment Level (Level 1). This level is designed to assess
conditions and provide structure for the purpose of gaining clinical information or
containing a crisis. The disposition of the assessment can be admission to the
treatment levels of the RTU, referral to OCF, or referral back to the parent institution.
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Rules Infraction Board (RIB) – A panel of two staff members who determine guilt or
innocence when an inmate receives a conduct report or ticket for disciplinary
reasons.
S
Security Control (SC) – The status of an inmate who is pending a hearing by the
Rules Infraction Board for a rule violation, under investigation or pending institutional
transfer and needs to be separated from the general population. Inmates may be
placed in SC for up to seven days. The seven day period can be extended if
additional time is needed.
Security Level/Classification – System by which inmates are classified based on the
following: current age; seriousness of the crime; prior offenses; most recent
violence (not including the current offense); gang activity before going to prison; and
present and past escape attempts.
 Level 1A Security (Minimum) – The lowest security level in the classification
system. Inmates classed as Level 1 have the most privileges allowed.
Inmates in Level 1 who meet criteria specified in DRC Policy 53-CLS-03,
Community Release Approval Process, may be eligible to work off the
grounds of a correctional institution. Level 1A inmates may be housed at a
correctional camp with or without a perimeter fence and may work outside the
fence under periodic supervision. Level 1A replaces the classification
previously known as “Minimum 1 Security.”
 Level 1B Security (Minimum) – The second lowest level in the classification
system. Level 1B inmates may be housed at a correctional camp with a
perimeter fence and may work outside of the fence under intermittent
supervision. However, Level 1B inmates who are sex offenders are not
permitted to work or house outside of a perimeter fence. Level 1B inmates
may not work off the grounds of the correctional institution. Level 1B replaces
the classification previously known as “Minimum 2 Security.”
 Level 2 Security (Medium) – A security level for inmates who are deemed in
need of more supervision than Level 1 inmates, but less than Level 3
inmates. Level 2 replaces the classification previously known as “Medium
Security.”
 Level 3 Security (Close) – This is the security level that is the next degree
higher than Level 2, and requires more security/supervision than Level 2, but
less than Level 4. Level 3 replaces the classification previously known as
“Close Security.”
 Level 4 Security (Maximum) – This is the security level that is the next degree
higher than Level 3, and requires more security/supervision than Level 3, but
less than Level 5. It is the security level for inmates whose security
classification score at the time of placement indicates a need for very high
security. It is also a classification for those who are involved in, but not
leading others to commit violent, disruptive, predatory or riotous actions,
and/or a threat to the security of the. Level 4 replaces the classification
previously known as “Maximum Security.”
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Level 4A Security (Maximum) – A less restrictive privilege level, which
inmates may be placed into by the privilege level review committee with the
Warden/Designee’s approval, after a review of the inmate’s status in level 4.
 Level 4B Security (Maximum) – The most restrictive privilege level assigned
to an inmate classified into level 4.
 Level 5 Security (Supermax) – A security level for inmates who commit or
lead others to commit violent, disruptive, predatory, riotous actions, or who
otherwise pose a serious threat to the security of the institution as set forth in
the established Level 5 criteria. Level 5 replaces the classification previously
known as “High Maximum Security.”
 Level 5A Security (Supermax) – A less restrictive privilege level, which
inmates may be placed into by the privilege level review committee with the
Warden/Designee’s approval, after a review of the inmate’s status in level 5.
 Level 5B Security (Supermax) – The most restrictive privilege level assigned
to an inmate classified into level 5.
Security Threat Group (STG) – Groups of inmates such as gangs that pose a threat
to the security of the institution.
Separation – See Institutional Separation and Local Separation
Seriously Mentally Ill (SMI) – Inmates who require extensive mental health
treatment.
Shank – Sharp object manufactured to be used as a weapon.
Special Management Housing Unit (SMHU)/Segregation – Housing unit for those
assigned to Security Control, Disciplinary Control, Protective Control, and Local
Control.
Supermax Security – See Level 5
T
Telemedicine – A two-way interactive videoconferencing system that allows for
visual and limited physical examination of an inmate by a physician specialist while
the inmate remains at his/her prison setting and the physician specialist remains at
the health care facility. It also includes educational and administrative uses of this
technology in the support of health care, such as distance learning, nutrition
counseling and administrative videoconferencing.
Transitional Control – Inmates approved for release up to 180 days prior to the
expiration of their prison sentence or release on parole or post release control
supervision under closely monitored supervision and confinement in the community,
such as a stay in a licensed halfway house or restriction to an approved residence
on electronic monitoring in accordance with section 2967.26 of the Ohio Revised
Code.
Transitional Education Program (TEP) – Learn skills to successfully re-enter society.
Release dated within 90-180 days.
U
Unit Management Administrator (UMA) – Staff member responsible for overseeing
the roles, responsibilities and processes of unit management staff in a decentralized
or centralized social services management format. The UMA may develop
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centralized processes within unit management, while maintaining the unit based
caseload management system for managing offender needs. The UMA shall ensure
that at least one unit staff member visits the special management areas at least
once per week and visits will not exceed seven days in between visits.
Unit Manager (UM) – Staff member responsible for providing direct supervision to
assigned unit management staff and serving as the chairperson of designated
committees. Unit Managers will conduct rounds of all housing areas occupied by
inmates under their supervision.
Use of Force – Staff is authorized to utilize force per DRC Policy 63-UOF-01 and
Administrative Rule 5120-9-01, which lists six general circumstances when a staff
member may use less than deadly force against an inmate or third person as
follows:
1. Self-defense from physical attack or threat of physical harm.
2. Defense of another from physical attack or threat of physical attack.
3. When necessary to control or subdue an inmate who refuses to obey
prison rules, regulations, or orders.
4. When necessary to stop an inmate from destroying property or
engaging in a riot or other disturbance.
5. Prevention of an escape or apprehension of an escapee.
6. Controlling or subduing an inmate in order to stop or prevent selfinflicted harm.
Administrative Rule 5120-9-02 requires the Deputy Warden of Operations
to review the use of force packet prepared on each use of force incident,
and to determine if the type and amount of force was appropriate and
reasonable for the circumstances, and if administrative rules, policies, and
post orders were followed. The Warden reviews the submission and may
refer any use of force incident to the two person use of force committee or
to the Chief Inspector. The Warden must refer an incident to a use of force
committee or the Chief Inspector. The Warden must refer an incident to a
use of force committee or the Chief Inspector in the following instances:







Factual circumstances are not described sufficiently.
The incident involved serious physical harm.
The incident was a significant disruption to normal operations.
Weapons, PR-24 strikes or lethal munitions were used.

W
Warden – Managing officer of each correctional institution.
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Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction Institution Acronyms
Allen Oakwood Correctional Institution............
Belmont Correctional Institution ......................
Chillicothe Correctional Institution ...................
Correctional Reception Center ........................
Dayton Correctional Institution ........................
Franklin Medical Center ..................................
Grafton Correctional Complex .........................
Lake Erie Correctional Institution ....................
Lebanon Correctional Institution ......................
London Correctional Institution ........................
Lorain Correctional Institution ..........................
Madison Correctional Institution ......................
Mansfield Correctional Institution ....................
Marion Correctional Institution .........................
Noble Correctional Institution ..........................
North Central Correctional Complex................
Northeast Reintegration Center.......................
Ohio Reformatory for Women .........................
Ohio State Penitentiary ...................................
Pickaway Correctional Institution ....................
Richland Correctional Institution ......................
Ross Correctional Institution ...........................
Southeastern Correctional Complex-HCF
Southeastern Correctional Complex-SCI ........
Southern Ohio Correctional Facility .................
Toledo Correctional Institution .........................
Trumbull Correctional Institution ......................
Warren Correctional Institution ........................

AOCI
BECI
CCI
CRC
DCI
FMC
GCC
LAECI
LECI
LOCI
LORCI
MACI
MANCI
MCI
NCI
NCCC
NERC
ORW
OSP
PCI
RICI
RCI
SCC-HCF
SCC-SCI
SOCF
TOCI
TCI
WCI
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